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Abstract
This thesis examines the use of ultrasound imaging to study human skeletal muscle in
terms of its relative motion and stiffness. The thesis provides background information on
skeletal muscle anatomy, ultrasound physics and techniques that are currently used to
study muscles. This is followed by a presentation and analysis of simulation and in vivo
results.
In order to accurately study muscle motion, a method has been developed to remove
the effects of motion artefacts. This methodology as well as all of the other algorithms
implemented during research is evaluated in terms of its accuracy and effectiveness
during simulation and in vivo experiments.
A simulation environment was constructed to mimic the conditions expected during
in vivo experiments. These simulation results as well as software simulations and in vivo
results suggest the potential of the developed ultrasonic methodology as a means with
which to study skeletal muscles in a novel manner.
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Chapter 1:

Introduction
The following chapter is an introduction to this thesis and will provide an overview of the
entire document and its organization. In addition, the objectives and contributions made
throughout research work will be outlined.

1.1 Overview
The properties and characteristics of muscles and their operation have been studied since
as early as the 1600‟s. Specifically, in humans, the musculature of the body has a great
deal to do with the overall health and well-being of an individual. For example, an
athletic injury or a muscular disorder can cause a number of health related issues. As
such, understanding the physical properties of muscles and how and why they move is of
ongoing interest to some medical practitioners. The motivation behind the research done
for this thesis is driven by the ongoing need to better understand the musculature. By
increasing both the amount of information that can be measured as well as the accuracy
of existing measurable quantities, muscles and their effect on well-being can be better
understood. Providing a unique muscle measurement system capable of making very
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accurate and novel muscle measurements could prove to be a valuable resource for the
study of muscles in applications such as sports medicine and muscular diseases.

1.2 Problem Statement
The thesis research to follow focuses on employing ultrasonic hardware along with
digital signal processing techniques to analyze human skeletal muscle at rest and during
forced contraction. Although ultrasound techniques have been previously employed to
provide information about the musculature, this thesis strives to develop and test the
validity of a novel method with which to acquire and process these signals. Specifically,
the methods implemented and developed in this thesis will provide displacement, velocity
and strain data obtained during tissue motion. In an effort to provide this information, the
thesis also analyzes the effects of motion artefacts occurring during data acquisition.
Removing the effect of motion artefacts during ultrasound measurements is a widely
acknowledged problem and a solution, as it directly applies to the applications discussed
in this thesis, is provided.

1.3 Objectives
The goal of the developed ultrasonic system is to be able to measure motion in terms of
the displacement and velocity of human skeletal muscles and their surrounding tissues.
These measurements should be accurate on the order of microns and should be obtainable
both globally on the tissue area as a whole and internally at any location inside the tissue.
In addition, information about the relative strain experienced in an imaged area should be
provided. These goals are made more accurate by an analysis and development of a novel
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method with which to remove the effects of potential motion artefacts occurring during
data acquisition.
In order to obtain the overall goal of an ultrasonic muscle measurement system, a
number of more specific objectives were defined. To begin with, simulations had to be
designed in order to allow testing and validation of the developed methodology. These
simulations were done using both software techniques and phantom systems designed
and developed to mimic the human tissues of interest. In addition, data preprocessing had
to be performed in order to obtain a signal from the ultrasonic hardware equipment useful
to this thesis research. Finally, in vivo experiments were designed in order to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the developed methodology in actual human trials.
It should be noted that the main areas of this thesis are in the experimental design and
data processing techniques used to develop and test a methodology that can be used to
measure muscle characteristics. It does not deal with the construction of ultrasonic
hardware or the exact interpretation of results obtained during in vivo experiments.
Instead, these concepts are left as endeavours to be taken on in the future.

1.4 Thesis Contributions
The following is a list of the main research contributions demonstrated in this thesis
which will be explained thoroughly in the chapters to follow:
Developed experimental procedures to obtain ultrasound data during in vivo and
phantom simulation testing. In addition, data preprocessing algorithms were
designed to allow software analysis of the data acquired from the ultrasound
hardware.
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Developed both software and tissue mimicking phantom simulation environments
used to test the muscle measurement system. These simulations were also used to
evaluate the accuracy of the ultrasonic hardware and both existing and developed
ultrasonic techniques.
Implemented a strain estimation algorithm to obtain stiffness information as well
as both a quadrature demodulation and a two dimensional autocorrelation
algorithm used to obtain displacement and velocity estimations from received
ultrasonic signals.
Designed and implemented an algorithm to remove the effects of motion artefacts
occurring during data acquisition.
Developed a graphical user interface (GUI) to allow simple display of and
navigation through an acquired ultrasound data set.

1.5 Thesis Organization
Chapter 1 introduces the concepts discussed throughout this thesis.
Chapter 2 provides background information about human skeletal muscle physiology
and the principles of ultrasonic imaging. In addition, a discussion of the current
techniques used to measure muscle properties and motion is provided.
Chapter 3 describes the ultrasonic hardware used as well as the data preprocessing that
was developed. It also provides details about the designed GUI.
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Chapter 4 defines the established mathematical model for acquired measurements and
provides a mathematical justification of the data processing used to obtain estimations of
displacement, velocity and strain. It concludes with a discussion of algorithm accuracy.
Chapter 5 provides details about the developed motion artefact removal algorithm and
concludes with a discussion of algorithm accuracy and limitations.
Chapter 6 discusses the simulation environment as it applies to phantom development,
experimental design and experimental procedure. It includes results obtained during these
experiments and an accuracy evaluation of the methodology employed.
Chapter 7 pertains to in vivo experiments. It provides experimental design, procedure
and results obtained during in vivo human skeletal muscle experiments. The chapter
concludes with an evaluation of algorithm accuracy.
Chapter 8 concludes this thesis by giving a summary of the major findings and a list of
recommendations for future work.
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Chapter 2:

Background Review
In this work, we study muscle physiology using ultrasound technologies. The following
section serves as an outline of human muscle physiology, the physics and principles of
medical ultrasound imaging and the current technologies used to study the human
musculature as mentioned in a variety of different literature sources.

2.1 Human Muscle Physiology
The human body is made up of a complicated system of muscles used for a number of
different purposes. There are three different types of muscles that occur in the human
body: skeletal muscle, cardiac muscle and smooth muscle. Skeletal muscles are generally
attached to the bones of the skeleton, enabling them to control body movement. Cardiac
muscles are found only in the heart and together with skeletal muscles, are classified as
striated muscles. Smooth muscle is the primary muscle of the internal organs such as the
stomach, urinary bladder and blood vessels. In general, skeletal muscles can be thought
of as the voluntary muscles whereas cardiac and smooth muscles are more involuntary. In
comparison with cardiac and smooth muscles, skeletal muscles are unique in that they
only contract in response to a signal from a motor neuron and that they experience fatigue
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[1]. Skeletal muscle is the target of the ultrasound imaging procedure we are studying.
Therefore, the remainder of this chapter will ignore both cardiac and smooth muscle.
2.1.1 Skeletal Muscle Physiology
Skeletal muscle is the most abundant type of muscle in the human body and accounts for
approximately 40% of total body weight [1]. They are, as their name suggests,
responsible for the movement and positioning of the skeleton and are attached at their
origin to a large area of bone. The other end of the muscle, called the insertion, tapers
into a tendon which is also attached to bone [2]. The skeletal muscles themselves are a
collection of muscle fibers arranged with their long axes in parallel [1]. The muscles
exhibit a resting potential during a resting state and, when appropriately stimulated, an
action potential during an active state [3]. The following section provides an overview of
skeletal muscle contraction.

2.2 Skeletal Muscle Contraction
When dealing with the mechanical motion of skeletal muscles, the first concept to discuss
is that of the motor unit. A motor unit is comprised of all the muscle fibers that are
supplied by one motor neuron. A motor neuron will, through its axonal branches, supply
a number of muscle fibers scattered throughout the muscle. If a motor neuron fires, all of
the muscle fibers in that unit will contract at the same time, producing a synchronous
electrical discharge called an action potential and a generation of force called a twitch
[4]. No visible change occurs in the muscle fiber during and immediately following the
action potential. This period is called the latent period and lasts from 3 ms to 10 ms [2].
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The action potential and subsequent twitch of a muscle are caused by a chemical reaction
in the muscle fiber that is not vital to the understanding of the thesis work to follow. Any
motor unit will remain in its resting state until it is provided with an adequate stimulus
causing it to enter its active state.
The resting potential of the internal medium of a motor unit is in the range of -50 mV
to -100 mV [3]. A muscle may be stimulated via its attached nerve or, more directly, by
applying a small electric shock across its membrane [5]. When an excitable membrane or
neuron has an action potential in response to an adequate stimulus, the ability of that
membrane to respond to a second stimulus of any sort is markedly altered. During an
action potential, the membrane cannot respond to any stimulus, no matter how intense.
This interval is referred to as the absolute refractory period. It is followed by the relative
refractory period, wherein an action potential can be elicited by an intense super
threshold stimulus. For example, a nerve axon has an absolute refractory period of 1 ms
resulting in an upper limit of repetitive discharge of less than 1000 impulses per second
[3]. The refractory period necessary to restore the membrane to its resting potential is
usually between 1 ms and 2 ms [2].
The process of muscle contraction takes about 50 ms and the relaxation of the fibers
can take another 50 ms to 100 ms. Due to the fact that the refractory period is much
shorter than the time needed for contraction and relaxation, the muscle fibers can be
maintained in the contracted state so long as they are stimulated frequently enough. This
sustained contraction is referred to as tetanus [2]. In general, when stimuli are given at a
rate of 1 Hz the muscle responds with a single twitch. When the stimulus frequency is
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increased to between 5 Hz and 10 Hz the individual twitches begin to fuse together into a
single twitch which may fluctuate at the stimulus frequency giving rise to a tremulous
response called clonus [6]. At a stimulation rate of 50 Hz, the muscle goes into the
smooth, sustained contraction of tetanus. The force of contraction is greater in clonus and
tetanus than in a single twitch. During normal use of skeletal muscles, the individual
fibers go into tetanus for brief periods of time rather than simply undergoing single
twitches [2]. This concept can be seen below in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Skeletal muscle contraction. Courtesy of John Kimball [2].

A tetanic contraction remains steady until the stimuli are withheld or until fatigue sets
in. The result of fatigue is that the latent period becomes longer and the muscle
contractions become smaller and more prolonged with slower relaxation. Ultimately, this
results in the fact that the muscle does not return to its original length [6].
2.2.1 Electrical Muscle Stimulation
As stated above, a motor unit can be stimulated externally by an electric shock across its
membrane. There are many commercial devices available to stimulate muscle contraction
and are often referred to as electrical muscle stimulators (EMS) or nerve electrical muscle
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stimulators (NEMS) [7]. These devices are used for a variety of purposes including sports
training and rehabilitation [7], nerve blocks [8], [9], to counteract bone loss and muscle
atrophy [10] and to induce muscular growth [11]. An EMS is used in this thesis research
to force the contraction of skeletal muscles using two adhesive electrodes placed on the
skin surface above a muscle of interest.

2.3 Principles of Ultrasound
Ultrasound imaging uses electrical-to-acoustical transducers to generate repetitive bursts
of high frequency sound. These pulses travel into the soft tissue of the body and reflect
back to the transducer [12]. By analyzing the signal received at the transducer,
measurements can be made and images can be created that represent quantities from
within the tissue. Ultrasound itself is defined as acoustic waves with frequencies above
approximately 20 kHz, which is the threshold that can be detected by humans. Medical
instrumentation typically uses only the portion of the ultrasound spectrum from 1 MHz to
10 MHz. This range is used in order to compromise between spatial resolution which
increases with frequency and penetration depth which decreases with frequency [13]. The
following section outlines the basic physics behind ultrasound, provides details about
ultrasonic transducers and gives a brief description of some of the most common
ultrasound imaging modalities.
2.3.1 Ultrasonic Transducer Elements and Probes
Strictly speaking, an ultrasound transducer element is the device that actually converts
electrical transmission pulses into ultrasonic pulses, and conversely, ultrasonic echo
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pulses into electrical echo signals [14]. An ultrasonic probe contains any number of
ultrasonic transducer elements arranged in a number of different ways depending on the
intended application. Although there are differences between the transducer elements and
probes used, there are some common features among all probes and transducers used. All
ultrasonic probes contain at least one transducer element made up of a piezoelectric
material, matching layer(s) and a backing layer [14]. A diagram of a simple ultrasound
imaging probe with a single transducer can be seen in Figure 2.2 below. Usually, there is
also a lens which in the case of transducer array probes tends to extend across all the
transducer elements. The piezoelectric material (lead zirconate titanate: PZT) used has
the property that an applied electric field will produce mechanical displacement, which in
turn causes an acoustic wave. Conversely, they also satisfy the reciprocal property that a
mechanical displacement will induce an electric potential which can be used to sense an
acoustic wave [12].
Matching layers are used to make sure that enough of the transmitted ultrasonic wave
propagates into the tissue to be imaged rather than being reflected off of its surface. They
are mounted in the probe on the exit side (facing the tissue) of the PZT [15].The acoustic
impedance of the PZT is about 20 times larger than human tissue and as such, without
matching layers, the majority of the sound wave would be reflected at the PZT-tissue
boundary. More on acoustic impedance is described in Section 2.3.2 below. The
matching layer(s) aim is to more closely match the acoustic impedance of the probe to
that of human tissue, resulting in a much better transmission of a sound waves into
human tissue.
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The backing layer, located behind the transducer element(s), is used in ultrasonic
probes for two different reasons. Firstly, when the front face of the transducer is moved
forward, by the electrically induced mechanical motion, an acoustic wave is initiated
forward into the medium and backwards into the PZT material itself. The backwards
travelling wave will hit the back face of the transducer and reflect toward the front face
again [12]. Since this wave is not from within the medium being imaged, it should be
removed. It is also possible that some of the transmitted wave will be reflected back into
the probe by the probe-tissue interface [14]. This backwards travelling wave should also
be removed. A backing layer is used, in either case, to remove the effects of unwanted
sound waves. The ideal backing layer should have an acoustic impedance equal to that of
the PZT material so that there is complete transmission from PZT to backing layer. In
addition, the backing layer should have a high absorption coefficient to prevent ultrasonic
energy from re-entering the PZT material [15].

Figure 2.2 Basic ultrasound imaging probe. Based on [12], [14] and [15].
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2.3.2 Ultrasound Physics
Ultrasound imaging as a technology is governed by the physics of sound propagation.
The following section provides a basic outline of some of the more important concepts in
order to convey a general understanding of how ultrasound works. The first important
property is that of the speed of sound propagation. The speed of propagation of a sound
wave is determined by the medium through which it is travelling [14]. This means that
while travelling through tissue, the speed of sound propagation may vary. The following
sub sections provide a brief outline of some physical properties of the interaction of
ultrasound with tissue.
2.3.2.1 Attenuation
Attenuation is the weakening of sound as it propagates. Attenuation encompasses the
absorption (conversion of sound to heat) of sound as it travels and the reflection and
scattering of the sound as it encounters tissue interfaces and heterogeneous tissues.
Attenuation is a limiting factor on imaging depth [16].
2.3.2.2 Acoustic Impedance
Impedance is the product of density multiplied by velocity and measures the resistance to
sound passing though a medium [15]. As sound crosses an interface between two media,
the impedance ratio between the two media determines how much of the incident sound
wave is reflected back through the first medium [16]. If the acoustic impedance of one
medium is the same as it is in another medium, sound will be readily transmitted from
one medium to the other. However, a difference in acoustic impedance causes some
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portion of the sound to be reflected at the interface. It is primarily the change in acoustic
impedance at a biological interface that allows visualization of soft tissue structures with
an ultrasonic beam [15].
2.3.2.3 Reflection and Scattering
Ultrasound images are constructed from echoes which are generated by reflections of
ultrasound waves at tissue boundaries and by scattering caused by small irregularities
within the tissue. Reflections occur at tissue boundaries where there is a change in
acoustic impedance as mentioned above. When an ultrasound wave travelling through
one type of tissue encounters an interface with a tissue of differing acoustic impedance,
some of its energy is reflected back towards the source of the wave, while the remainder
is transmitted into the second tissue [14]. The proportions of the reflected and transmitted
waves are based on the impedance differences between the media and an example of
reflection can be seen in Figure 2.3 below.

Figure 2.3 Reflection and transmission of a sound wave. The interface between the two
media of differing acoustic impedances is perpendicular to the incident wave. Based on [16].
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Reflection, as described above, occurs at relatively large interfaces where there is a
change in acoustic impedance and is referred to as specular reflection. However, within
human tissue and organs, there are many small scale variations in acoustic properties
which constitute very small scale reflecting targets of size comparable to or less than the
ultrasonic wavelength. Nonspecular reflections from these small targets are referred to as
scattering which does not follow the same laws of reflection found at large interfaces
[14]. Each small interface acts as a new separate sound source and sound is reflected in
all directions independent of the direction of the incoming sound wave [15]. An interface
of
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size

causing

scattering

is

often

referred

to

as

a

scatterer.

Figure 2.4 below demonstrates both specular and nonspecular reflection.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2.4 Types of ultrasonic reflection. The incident wave is reflected: (a) at a large,
smooth interface resulting in equal incident and reflected angles, (b) at a large, rough
interface resulting in reflected waves at a range of angles and (c) at a single scattering
particle resulting in nonspecular reflection. Based on [14].

(c)
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2.3.2.4 Speckle Echo
An ultrasound pulse, with its finite length and width, simultaneously encounters many
scatterers at any location in its travel. Thus, several echoes are generated that can either
interact constructively or destructively with each other. During scanning, the interference
pattern can alternate from constructive to destructive which results in a displayed grainy
appearance that does not directly represent scatterers but rather represents the
interference pattern of the scatterer distribution scanned [16]. This phenomenon is called
acoustic speckle and as such, echoes resulting from scatterers are often referred to as
speckle echoes.
2.3.3 Imaging Modalities
Ultrasound imaging can be used for a number of different applications. All of these
applications are ultimately based on similar principles having to do with the propagation
of sound. However, it is how sound propagation is interpreted that sets apart differing
applications. In order to provide the most useful tool to clinicians, a number of imaging
modalities are currently used that have been tailored for specific purposes. The following
section provides an outline of the most common A-mode, M-mode and B-mode
ultrasound imaging modalities.
2.3.3.1 A-Mode
The A-mode or amplitude mode signal is generated from the envelope detected echo
signal. In order to generate and display a succession of these signals, the transducer is
excited on a repetitive basis [12]. The envelope or amplitude signals are then displayed
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on an oscilloscope or similar device. The time between successive transducer excitations
is called the pulse repetition frequency (PRF). The PRF is chosen such that it is long
enough to ensure that returning echoes have died out, but fast enough to be able to
capture motion that may be of interest. The A-mode display is the simplest form of
ultrasonic information and is currently used in only a few specialist applications [14]. An
example of an A-mode scan can be seen below in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5 A-mode scan.

2.3.3.2 M-Mode
An M-mode scan is created by using each of the A-mode signals as a column in an
image. In these cases, the value of the A-mode scan line becomes the brightness of the
M-mode image. The scan lines are displayed in successive columns until the last column
of the image has been reached at which point they wrap around to the first column of the
image [12]. In M-mode imaging, the beam location remains fixed which provides a
single, straight line of sight of any motion occurring in a direction towards or away from
the transducer. For this reason, this modality is called motion mode which has been
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shortened to M-mode [14]. M-mode is useful for analyzing areas experiencing motion
such as a heart valve.
2.3.3.3 B-Mode
B-mode or brightness mode images provide a two dimensional field of view that gives a
cross sectional image of internal tissue. Traditionally, this was accomplished by moving
the transducer laterally along the skin surface while collecting A-mode scan lines. More
recently, however, array ultrasonic probes have been developed that contain a number of
transducers which provide multiple A-mode scan lines. In either case, the obtained Amode scan lines are collected and compiled to provide an image giving both lateral
(perpendicular to beam direction) and axial (parallel to beam direction) information. A
number of probes have been specifically designed for different B-mode applications
resulting in a different number, size and orientation of transducers. However, the most
common are the linear, curvilinear, trapezoidal, sector and radial probes [14]. An
example of a B-mode scan can be seen below in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6 B-mode scan. Based on [14].

2.4 Current Methods of Studying Skeletal Muscle
Currently, there are a wide variety of techniques that are used to measure a number of
different aspects of the musculature. Some of the more common techniques that are
currently in use include electromyography (EMG) [17]-[24], mechanomyography
(MMG) [25]-[31], magnetomyography [32], magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [33],
[34] and ultrasound imaging [35]-[55]. This wide range of techniques is used for a variety
of different applications including the study of muscular disease [17], [23], [52], sports
medicine [53], prosthesis control [19], [55], motion tracking [38]-[44], strain imaging
[34], [45]-[48] and tissue characterization [45],[47]. The following section provides an
outline of these techniques with a concentration on the details of ultrasound imaging as it
applies to muscle measurements.
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2.4.1 Electromyography
When a muscle contracts, a complex electrical signal commonly referred to as the
myoelectric response, myoelectric signal or EMG is generated [22]. This signal can be
recorded using conductive electrodes placed externally on the skin surface [17], [18] or
internally with a needle electrode [23]. In the case or surface electrodes, the myoelectric
signal results from the summation of the motor unit potentials produced in muscle tissue
underlying the electrodes [22]. The signal recorded from a needle electrode can be a more
discrete measurement due to the much smaller surface area of the electrode. In either
case, as stated above, EMG measurements are based on the concept of measuring the
electrical signal produced during muscle activation.
2.4.2 Mechanomyography
The mechanomyogram is a recording of the mechanical motion that is detectable over a
contracting muscle [28]. Motion is detected by surface MMG techniques using optical
distance sensors, accelerometers, piezoelectric contact sensors and microphones [29]. The
most commonly used technique employs accelerometers [29] and examples of this
method can be found in [27], [28]. Motion is measured with piezoelectric contact sensors
by forcibly applying the sensor to the skin surface. When the tissue moves, the voltage
output of the sensor changes and can be correlated to measure displacement.
Microphones are used to measure the pressure waves produced by moving tissue [30]. In
general, MMG provides an external or global representation of the total motion of the
tissue under the area of the employed sensor.
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2.4.3 Magnetomyography and MRI
Magnetomyography is a non-invasive technique to detect currents associated with action
potentials in muscle which is immersed in a well conducting fluid [32]. This technique is
less common than the other techniques mentioned and produces results similar to EMG
as both techniques measure the electrical signals resulting from muscle activations.
Muscles can be studied using MRI by observing the high resolution and detailed images
obtainable with MRI technology [33] or by analyzing a time series of MRI images in a
real-time fashion to produce estimations of quantities such as strain [34]. MRI is also less
commonly used for muscle measurements which is most likely due to their cost and lack
of portability.
2.4.4 Ultrasound
Ultrasound is a common medical imaging modality and its basic principles have been
outlined above. As an imaging modality, ultrasound is applied to measure a variety of
different quantities, but with respect to its use as a tool to study muscle, it is most
commonly used to track muscle motion [38]-[44] and to measure strain [45]-[48]. These
techniques are applied to a very wide range of applications as mentioned above. The
following subsection outlines the current use of ultrasound for muscle measurements.
2.4.4.1 Measurements of Strain by Ultrasound
Strain provides an indication of relative deformation in such a way that stiff tissue shows
less strain than softer tissue under identical applied forces. Strain measurements are
important because research has found that pathological and physiological changes are
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often correlated with changes in tissue stiffness [44], [56]. Ultrasound provides a means
to measure tissue strain non-invasively in a number of different ways including, most
commonly, shear wave elastography [35], [47]-[48] and transient elastography [36], [45][46]. Shear wave elastography involves propagating mechanical shear wave interference
patterns [47] through the tissue or object being imaged. Comparison of the relative
frequency dependent changes between shear wave speed estimates can be used to
estimate viscoelastic properties [35].
Transient elastographic or conventional ultrasonic strain estimation methods are
based on estimating displacements between ultrasonic signals acquired before and after
the application of stress [56]. The displacement estimations are then converted to
estimations of strain. The basic principles involved in this type of elastography are fairly
commonly used and were chosen as the method with which to obtain strain data for this
thesis. This choice was made because strain data can be obtained with this methodology
whenever a displacement has occurred and involves no external apparatuses such as a
mechanical vibrator to produce shear waves for shear wave elastography. The specifics of
the techniques used during research to calculated strain are further detailed in the
following chapters.
2.4.4.2 Measurements of Muscle Motion by Ultrasound
Muscle motion can be measured and tracked with a number of different techniques using
ultrasound including Doppler imaging [37], correlation [38]-[40], [44], [49]-[50], Bmode observations [41], [43], and peak or speckle tracking [42]. The two most commonly
used methods seem to be peak or speckle tracking and correlation. Speckle tracking
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usually involves tracking a specific region of interest (ROI) as it moves with respect to
time [42]. It is not uncommon to accomplish this tracking using correlation methods, but
because only one specific ROI is defined and tracked, the term speckle or peak tracking is
often used.
Correlation methods to measure muscle motion involve correlating two signals
differing in time. The signals most often used are the received RF signal [38], [49] or the
demodulated baseband signal [50], [56] and are explained in more detail in the following
chapters. By correlating two signals from a pre and post compression state, displacement
and therefore strain can be estimated. Using ultrasound to track in vivo muscle motion
and velocity is a fairly new area of research, but some groups have been able to measure
muscle contraction displacement and velocity in novel manners [38], [40]. The use of
recently developed ultrafast ultrasound machines, with very high B-mode frame rates, has
allowed Deffieux et al. [38] to develop a system able to track the propagation of muscle
contraction after an electrical stimulation. Their work focuses on estimating displacement
and velocity under forced electronic contraction of the bicep brachii muscle. Guo et al.
[40] have shown the ability to produce superior results to EMG measurements when
analyzing the Extensor carpi radialis muscle of the forearm during voluntary wrist
extension.
2.4.5 Methodology Comparison
There is debate in literature over the best method to measure muscle signals such as
comparing EMG to MMG [25], [26] and comparing ultrasonic techniques to EMG [24],
[40]. Although these articles discuss superiorities as they relate to specific applications,
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the choice of overall optimal technology to use in any application is difficult to make. It
is, however, possible to make some distinctions between these methods that can aid in
understanding the overall advantages and disadvantages of each technology. MRI has
very high spatial resolution, but is very expensive and not very portable. In contrast,
EMG and MMG are both much more portable and are relatively inexpensive
technologies. However, EMG signals can be very noisy and only represent a summation
or average of the electrical signals occurring under the electrodes. MMG signals can be
very accurate, but are also only able to provide a measurement of surface motion.
Although ultrasound systems may be less portable or more expensive than EMG and
MMG systems, they can provide both global and internal motion measurements with high
spatial resolution.
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Chapter 3:

Ultrasound Imaging System and Data
Acquisition
The following chapter deals with the ultrasound imaging system used for this thesis. It
provides hardware specifications and a description of the ultrasound signals the machine
is capable of emitting. In addition, all of the data preprocessing necessary to obtain a
useable signal for later analysis is also detailed. The chapter closes with a description of a
designed GUI that provides a user with useful information about their data and allows
them to quickly and intuitively access their data after preprocessing has occurred.

3.1 Ultrasound Hardware Specifications
A medical ultrasound imaging system (Model: Picus, ESAOTE Europe, Maastricht,
Netherlands) was used for this thesis and was accompanied by an Asus digital signal
processing computer running Windows XP. The computer ran ART.LAB which is
software that was used to both view and store data. The Picus machine used can be seen
in Figure 3.1 below.
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Figure 3.1 Picus ultrasound hardware. Reproduced from [57].

3.1.1 Ultrasound Probe
The ultrasound probe used for our research contained a 40 mm linear array of transducers
(Model: L10-5). The probe, seen below in Figure 3.2, is made up of four major layers and
contains 127 individual transducers separated by 315 µm. The first layer contains the
transducers made up of piezoelectric crystals having a thickness of 188 µm. The next two
layers are impedance matching layers used to optimize the transfer of ultrasound waves
into and out of biological tissue. The first matching layer has a thickness of 65 µm and an
ultrasound propagation velocity of 2290 m/s. The second matching layer has a thickness
of 85 µm and an ultrasound propagation velocity of 2750 m/s. The final layer is an
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acoustic lens which is used to focus ultrasound waves into the desired medium. It has a
thickness of 1010 µm and an ultrasound propagation velocity of 975 m/s [58].

Figure 3.2 L10-5 40 mm linear array ultrasonic probe. Reproduced from [59].

3.1.2 Ultrasound Signal Specifications and Operation
The ultrasound system samples the received waveform every 0.03 µs. The center
frequency of the emitted ultrasound waves can be varied from 2.7-12.5 MHz [57]. The
system has three major imaging modalities: M-mode, B-mode and Fast-B mode. The
number of scan lines used varies based on the acquisition mode. An M-mode frame
contains 37 single scan lines. Since M-mode obtains only a single line from a single
location, an M-mode frame is merely a method used to more easily store data. A B-mode
frame contains 127 scan lines from all 127 transducers in the linear array probe. Finally, a
Fast-B mode frame contains eight 14 line Fast-B mode images. Eight Fast-B images are
packed into a single frame for storage purposes.
The pulse repetition frequency (PRF) varies based on the imaging modality and is
analogous to the frame observation rate. The frame observation rate or frame rate is not
related to the data storage concept of frames as mentioned in the preceding paragraph
above. The frame rate is equal to the repetition rate of a signal from a single specific
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transducer known as a line of sight. For the remainder of this thesis, a frame will be
defined as follows: M-mode frames contain one scan line, Fast-B mode frames contain 14
scan lines and B-mode frames contain 127 scan lines. While operating in M-mode, the
maximum frame rate is 980 Hz. In B-mode, a frame rate of up to 30 Hz is achievable and
Fast-B mode has a maximum frame rate of 687 Hz.
In M-mode, a single scan line over time is captured. In B-mode, 127 scan lines are
obtained for every temporal sample. Each scan line is separated by 315 µm which results
in a total lateral coverage of 39.69 mm. In Fast-B mode, 14 lines of sight are used with a
separation of 1260 µm resulting in a total lateral coverage of 16.38 mm. In B-mode and
M-mode axial signal acquisition is possible for a total of about 35 mm in depth whereas
in Fast-B mode only about 30 mm in depth are acquired. These values can vary based on
the ultrasonic propagation velocity through the material(s) being measured. Temporally,
signal acquisition of the system allows for the continuous capture of about 5.66 seconds
of data.
3.1.3 Analog to Digital Converter
The received ultrasound signals are sampled with an analog to digital converter (ADC)
that has 16 bits including a 4 bit offset. This results in a 12 bit recorded RF signal with a
dynamic range of 72 dB [58]. The data is stored in a four bit shifted or signed 16 bit
format. The resultant amplitude of the received RF signal has a range of values from 32768 to 32752 with a step size of 16 due to the 4 bits of offset. Therefore, although there
are 16 bits in total, the analog to digital converter may be thought of as having 12 bits for
numerical representation because of the 4 offset bits. All signal processing within the
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Picus system is done in the digital domain. Signals are converted to analog in order to
transfer the data from the scanner to the digital signal processing computer where they
are again converted back to digital for processing and storing with ART.LAB.

3.2 Data Preprocessing
The ultrasound system used allowed access to any recorded digitized RF ultrasound
signal. This data was stored using ART.LAB in a „.zrf‟ file format. This format was
created by Esaote and allowed for signal analysis with Matlab using a function called
„readzrf.m‟ that was included with the ultrasound hardware. Although it was very
convenient to have access to this digital information, it was still necessary to preprocess
this data before any real results could be obtained. The following section contains
information about the methods used to properly format the raw data to allow for accurate
analysis of the desired signals.
3.2.1 Raw Data Format and Header Removal
All data were stored using ART.LAB with a custom file format developed by Esaote in a
file having a „.zrf‟ extension. The file is formatted as follows: File header, Signal
processing settings, Login information, Z-data matrix, RF-data matrix and Checksum.
The file header includes information about the file type, version, trigger and size. The
signal processing settings contain information about how the data in the file were
collected. This includes such information as machine software settings, ROI and
information about various options unique to an ART.LAB application which were not all
used to achieve the goals of this thesis. The login information contains details about the
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patient the data were collected on such as name, weight, blood pressure, etc. This header
was not used because all information of this nature was recorded manually when
necessary. The data in the file header, signal processing settings and login information
were therefore allowed to be automatically removed by a supplied Matlab function.
The Z-data and RF-data matrices were the storage areas for the recorded data. Both
are similar in that they contain 16 sample points of header information. This information
was stripped away during data preprocessing and stored as useful information. These
headers contained information pertaining to the size of the file, file type, format and some
information about the acquisition of the data. The RF-data matrix contained 1516 sample
points after its header was stripped away. Each point is a sample from the ADC of the
raw RF ultrasound waveform. The total number of points in a file is a result of both
sampling rate and the captured depth region as discussed above. The Z-data matrix
contained 758 sample points and represents the envelope of the RF ultrasound
waveforms. The total number of points in the Z-data matrix is always equal to one half
that found in the RF-data matrix. Finally, the checksum contained error checking that was
automatically handled by the supplied Matlab function.
3.2.2 Lens Echo Removal
As mentioned above, there are several layers between the ultrasonic transducers and the
physical surface of the ultrasonic probe that account for a certain time delay. This time
delay results from ultrasound propagation inside the acoustic lens and the two impedance
matching layers. Using the thickness and ultrasound propagation velocities within these
materials as provided above, the time delay within each of these materials can be
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calculated. It was determined that the total round trip time delay within the matching
layers and the lens corresponded to about 4 axial and 69 axial sample points, respectively.
This resulted in a total time delay of 73 axial sample points within the probe. The time
delay and potentially the echoes from within the probe will be experienced by all
received RF signals and for the remainder of this document will be termed the lens echo.
Due to the fact that this signal comes from within the ultrasonic probe itself, the time
delay period of the lens echo was removed before any data processing was performed.
An envelope signal was obtained without placing the probe on a specimen resulting in
an interface between the lens surface and air. This envelope was used to determine the
time delay period of the lens echo as shown in Figure 3.3. Ultrasound will not propagate
into air because of the impedance mismatch at the lens-air interface. Rather, the
ultrasound waves will be totally reflected back into the probe where they are detected by
the transducers. To further increase the observed effect of the echoes from within the
lens, the amplifier gain of the system was maximized during signal acquisition. By
finding the location of the first echo from the lens-air interface, it was experimentally
determined that 69 sample points made up the time delay from within the lens. This value
agrees with the calculated value of 73 sample points discussed above and as such, 69
points were removed from the beginning of every scan line during preprocessing in order
to negate the lens echo and its time delay.
It should be noted that the experiment to obtain the results shown in Figure 3.3 was
specifically designed to observe clear echoes from within the lens. In practice, ultrasonic
couplant gel is used to match the impedance of the probe with the impedance of the
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object being imaged and therefore the reflection from the lens along with its multiple
echoes should not be observed.

Figure 3.3 Envelope of RF scan line used to determine effect of lens echo. The first echo
from the lens boundary has been marked and was used to calculate the time delay resulting
from the lens echo.

3.2.3 Temporal Reorganization
Temporal reorganization deals with the way a file is stored during data acquisition. There
is a circular buffer that contains about six seconds of data at any given time. When data
are stored by selecting the storage option on the machine, the circular buffer is dumped
exactly as it is into a file. This often results in a signal that is out of order with respect to
time. It was therefore necessary to correct this order during data preprocessing. An
example of this phenomenon called time wrapping can be seen in Figure 3.4 below.
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Figure 3.4 M-Mode image before temporal reorganization. The arrow points to the true
beginning of the sequence.

This problem was fixed by locating time t0, when the data began being captured, by
analyzing the frame counter located in the header of the Z-data matrix. Specifically, this
was done by locating the transition in the frame counter. An example of the frame
counter with the transition marked can be seen below in Figure 3.5. The first scan line
after the transition represents the first recorded scan line at time t0. All data were then
reorganized in time using the determined t0 as the reference starting time. A final example
of an RF waveform after all of the aforementioned preprocessing had been done can be
seen below in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.5 Frame counter from the Z-data matrix header. This counter shows the transition
used for temporal reorganization.

Figure 3.6 Raw ultrasonic signal obtained after applications of all data preprocessing. This
particular waveform is from a set of M-mode measurements taken of a multiple layer
phantom. The details of the phantom are discussed in Chapter 6.
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3.3 GUI Development
A graphical user interface (GUI) was designed in order to simplify the process necessary
to view acquired data. Even after the data preprocessing mentioned above is done, there
are still a number of steps required to view data. For instance, a number of calculations
need to be done in order to locate a specific scan line in a specific frame of a specific type
of data. These calculations are necessary because of the way in which data are stored. In
addition, header information that a user may want to know is not always in an intuitive
location. For this reason, the GUI was developed to allow any user easy access to their
recorded data and to some important information about it.
The GUI works by allowing a user to browse for any „.zrf‟ file that they wish to view.
The GUI will then open and display the first RF scan line after all of the necessary
preprocessing has been completed. In addition, it will display an envelope image, the
imaging modality of the file as well as the total number of frames and scan lines present
in the file. There are three modalities to consider. They are M-mode, B-mode and Fast-B
mode as described above. Due to the fact that each file format has a different frame
organization, the GUI must process each type in its own unique way. In addition, the GUI
allows a user to select and view any frame and scan line they want using a track bar or
input window. A screen shot of the GUI is shown in Figure 3.7 below.
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Figure 3.7 Screenshot of GUI. The red line in the B-mode image indicates the location of the
currently viewed scan line.
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Chapter 4:

Mathematical Model and Data
Processing
Data processing has to do with all of the steps involved in taking a signal from its raw
form to a desired result. In the case of this thesis, raw data are considered to be the
received digital ultrasonic waveform as obtained after all preprocessing steps described in
Chapter 3 have been completed. These signals are processed in order to obtain estimates
of tissue displacement, motion velocity and strain. The following chapter outlines the
mathematical model of our imaging environment as well as a mathematical description of
the frequency modulation (FM) analogy, quadrature demodulation, displacement
estimation and strain estimation techniques used during data processing. In addition, an
accuracy evaluation of the data processing procedure is discussed.

4.1 Mathematical Model
The data processing steps as well as the procedures used throughout the remainder of this
thesis all relate to a specific imaging environment or mathematical model. We describe
this model in terms of the coordinate system used and the effects that using this system
has on acquiring measurements. The coordinate system defines all motion measured with
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the ultrasound system to be relative to the surface of the ultrasonic probe. The frame of
reference is then referred to as the ultrasonic probe reference frame and motion observed
with respect to this coordinate system differs from what an experimenter with a global
frame of reference would observe. Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 below demonstrate the
differences between identical probe motions as observed with respect to the two differing
global and ultrasound probe frames of reference.

Figure 4.1 Probe motion as observed with respect to a global reference frame.

Figure 4.2 Probe motion as observed from the ultrasound probe reference frame.
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The case of the reference frame being at the probe surface results in the fact that
observed displacement will increase with respect to depth. Specifically, it was assumed
that for any constant externally applied force at the surface of the probe, the magnitude of
the displacement observed would increase linearly with respect to depth. This implies
that the stress-strain properties of all materials under consideration are linear. A positive
displacement is defined as motion in a direction away from the probe whereas a negative
displacement denotes a displacement in a direction towards the probe.
Once the frame of reference had been established, variables and conventions were
defined that would be used for mathematical definitions and description. A list of the
variables used can be found in the Nomenclature section found above. To begin with, a
distinction is made between the conventions of fast and slow time. When dealing with
ultrasonic signals, all information is directly related to some amount of time. Time,
however, is used to represent two different quantities with respect to the axial (depth) and
temporal directions often referred to as fast and slow time respectively [60], [61].
The convention established for this thesis was to denote fast time with a t and to
represent slow time with a T. Fast and slow time, as well as the different sampling
conventions of M-mode and B-mode, are shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 below in
which the variables m, n and i represent temporal, axial and lateral samples respectively.
Fast time has to do with time as it relates to depth or axial samples of a received
ultrasound waveform. Slow time refers to the time between transmitted pulses from a
transducer and is analogous to the pulse repetition frequency, frame rate or temporal
sampling rate of the ultrasonic system depending on the imaging modality.
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Figure 4.3 M-mode sampling structure. During M-mode, temporal samples, m, are
equivalent to scan lines and represent the pulse repetition frequency. Axial samples, n,
represent depth.

Figure 4.4 B-mode sampling structure. During B-mode, temporal samples, m, are
equivalent to image frame number. Scan line number, i, corresponds to samples in the
lateral direction. Axial samples, n, represent depth.
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4.2 Frequency Modulation
There are two mechanisms that affect the received ultrasound signal. The first is that of
the classical Doppler shift where, because of the relative velocities of the ultrasound
source and target, each received pulse is expanded or contracted with respect to the
transmitted pulse which changes the frequency of the received pulse. The second is due
to the targets in a sample volume moving either toward or away from the probe, causing
consecutive received pulses to experience a time shift with respect to the time of
transmission. This time shift results in a change in the phase relationship between the
ultrasound signal and the master oscillator of the ultrasound machine.
It is this shift in phase that is of interest for our research. The change in phase results
in a detected frequency shift that is virtually identical to the shift caused by the Doppler
effect and any difference can be ignored for most practical purposes [62]. Therefore, the
basic Doppler equation, Eq. 4.3, applies equally to the frequency shift due to particle
motion as it does to the shift caused by the Doppler effect.
The phase shift of concern to our research is caused by target motion. As such,
measurements of phase shift can be obtained and converted to represent the
characteristics of the target motion such as displacement and velocity. This section
describes the concept that a received ultrasonic signal can be represented as a pure-tone
frequency modulated (FM) process [63], [64]. Based on this FM representation, phase
information can be obtained by demodulating the received ultrasound signal. The
following section details the description of a single received ultrasonic signal as an FM
process [63]-[67]. The transmitted signal is assumed to be represented by [63]
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(4.1)
where t is fast time, or the time after pulse transmission and ωc is the ultrasonic center
frequency, which can be thought of as the FM carrier frequency. The signal representing
the motion of the scatterers can be thought of as the message of the FM signal. The
displacement of the motion is represented by
derivate of the displacement as

and the velocity is denoted by the first

. The received ultrasound signal can be written

as [64], [67]

(4.2)
where
and

is the received amplitude,

is the instantaneous frequency

is the Doppler shift frequency due to the motion of the target. The Doppler shift

frequency can be expressed as [12], [68]

(4.3)
where

is the angle between the vibration direction and the direction of ultrasound wave

propagation and
equation for

is the ultrasound propagation speed. Substitution of Eq. 4.3 into the
can be written as
(4.4)

which is then itself substituted into Eq. 4.2. The result is a pure-tone FM equation for the
received signal as
(4.5)
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where

is the resultant phase shift signal due to particle motion and is the desired

message signal for this research. The displacement of a target particle is related to and
can be calculated from this phase shift by Eq. 4.14. Received ultrasound signals are often
referred to as radio-frequency (RF) signals due to the FM analogy and their high
frequency.

4.3 Quadrature Demodulation
A received ultrasound signal can be represented by a pure-tone FM signal. Using such a
convention, the motion of the ultrasonic scatterers represented by a shift in phase is
analogous to the message of a received ultrasonic signal. The frequency of the received
signal has been modulated by the center frequency of the ultrasonic wave which can be
thought of as the carrier frequency of an FM signal. The phase varying message and
therefore the particle motion can be removed from the FM signal by demodulation [69].
As stated above, the motion of a target induces a phase shift in the ultrasonic signal. It
is this shift in phase that is of interest in this research as it can be converted to a measure
of displacement. Therefore, the process of quadrature demodulation [71]-[83] was used
throughout this research to recover a shift in phase. The following section details the
description of the demodulation procedure applied to a single received ultrasonic signal
represented by
(4.6)
where

and

denote the axial depth sample number and axial sampling period

respectively [71]. The phase shift is represented by

and the received amplitude is
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denoted by

. During demodulation, the received RF signal is multiplied by a

reference sinusoid described by
(4.7)
where

is the demodulation frequency. The quadrature demodulation process can

then be described by

(4.8)

(4.9)
where

and

respectively denote the in-phase and quadrature signals,

denotes low pass filtering and

is the down shift of the received

ultrasound frequency. The complex baseband signal can then be represented by
(4.10)
and the message or phase information can be obtained by
(4.11)
where

denotes phase angle. The addition of depth variability to

as

is an

important concept. It demonstrates how the center frequency of the received RF signal
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can vary with respect to depth. This variation is usually due to depth and frequency
dependent attenuation [77]. Therefore, it can be seen from Eq. 4.11 that

is a

source of error in the phase estimation. Specifically, accurate phase estimation requires
an accurate estimation of

such that it is as close to

at any depth as possible.

4.4 Displacement Estimation
Once the complex baseband signal has been obtained, an estimation of displacement can
be made using an autocorrelation method [77]-[83]. In order to exactly explain the
procedure used, the aforementioned derivations are extended to include both the axial and
temporal directions. In this way, the RF ultrasound signal received after transmitting an
ultrasonic pulse can be represented by
is the axial or depth sample number and

, where

is the ultrasonic beam direction,

is the pulse number of a specific transducer,

scan line or frame number depending on the imaging modality. The variable

always

represents the sample number in the temporal or slow time direction.
Aside from the spatial inconsistency of the RF center frequency, the center frequency
also varies temporally with slow time because of the change in time frames. For this
reason, the received ultrasonic center frequency is described dependent on both the axial
and temporal directions by

. The complex baseband signal

is then obtained by quadrature demodulation of the RF signal as explained
above and summarized by
(4.12)
where

. The two-dimensional correlation function is then defined as [81]
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(4.13)
where

represents the complex conjugate and

defines the complex

autocorrelation function with lags N and M, in the axial and temporal directions,
respectively.
4.4.1 Phase-Sensitive Method
Displacement in the direction of ultrasound propagation can be calculated in the
conventional phase-sensitive method using the estimated phase shift between two
consecutive frames represented by
displacement

. The instantaneous

between two consecutive frames is then calculated as follows

[80]
.
In Eq. 4.14, knowledge of the center frequency

(4.14)

is needed in order to obtain

an accurate instantaneous displacement estimate. However, because it is unknown, in
conventional phase sensitive methods the frequency of the reference sinusoid,

, is

used as the frequency term in the denominator of Eq. 4.14. Ideally, it should be the actual
center frequency

that is used. This method makes the assumption that
which causes the reduction of Eq. 4.11 to

accumulated displacement
instantaneous displacement

. The

is then obtained by accumulating the estimated
between two consecutive frames as follows
,

.

(4.15)
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This method of estimating displacement can also be referred to as the 1D
autocorrelation method because only the autocorrelation function with respect to the
temporal direction is utilized.
4.4.2 Two Dimensional Autocorrelation Method
The use of

in place of

in Eq. 4.14 often induces error as the demodulation

frequency rarely matches the true center frequency. To compensate for this error, the
mean center frequency,

can be estimated as in the method described by [77],

[82] as

.

(4.16)

It is this mean center frequency that is used in Eq. 4.14 instead of the demodulation
frequency in order to obtain an unbiased estimate of the instantaneous displacement
between two consecutive frames as follows

.

(4.17)

This instantaneous displacement is then substituted into Eq. 4.15 in order to obtain
the accumulated displacement. This method is similar to the phase-sensitive method in
that it uses temporal direction autocorrelation

, but it also estimates the local

variations in center frequency with the axial direction autocorrelation

present

on the left side of Eq. 4.16. It is for this reason that this method is referred to as the two
dimensional (2D) autocorrelation method and was the method used to estimate
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displacement in this research. Velocity estimates were obtained by taking the first
derivative of the accumulated displacement.
4.4.3 Displacement Estimation Limitation
Although the method used to estimate displacement can be very accurate, it does have
one major limitation. This is the fact that the displacement is estimated based on a phase
shift occurring between two consecutive temporal samples. As a result, a shift in phase of
more than 2π radians between consecutive temporal samples cannot be accurately
detected. Rather, such a large shift in phase will be measured as if it was within the range
from 0 to 2π radians. This measurement will not take into account the phase shift from
possible integer multiples of 2π radians that may have occurred. This fact places the
stipulation that no motion measured should cause a phase shift greater than 2π radians
between two consecutive temporal samples. An experimental procedure has been
developed to allow post-acquisition verification that such a phase variation of 2π radians
between two consecutive temporal samples has not occurred.

4.5 Strain Estimation
As mentioned in Chapter 2, strain or relative deformation is a measure of the relative
displacement of a region of an object in comparison to the displacement of neighbouring
regions. It is defined as the deformation of an object, relative to its original shape [84].
Axial strain
direction

is given by the spatial gradient of the axial displacement

in the axial

as [85]
.

(4.18)
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Ultrasound elastography aims to provide tissue stiffness information non-invasively
which can be accomplished in a number of different ways. However, one method
commonly found in literature, has been adopted for this research and is based on
estimating the strain on an object caused by its compression [84]-[90]. The source of this
compression is the application of stress which can either be applied externally by the
ultrasound probe or internally due, in the case of skeletal muscle imaging, to muscle
contraction. Strain indicates the amount of deformation and stiff tissue shows less strain
than softer tissue under equally applied forces [56]. Strain is a relative quantity and as
such is represented throughout this thesis as a positive percentage.
For our research purposes, strain was estimated based on the accumulated
displacement of a specific frame analyzed over depth. The accumulated displacement
provides a profile of displacement as it varies with respect to depth in the axial direction.
Therefore, an estimation of the slope of the accumulated displacement over depth within
an axial region from points

to , defined by

, is equivalent to the axial strain

in that region as

(4.19)
where

is the original distance between points

and

and

is the resultant

distance between them as caused by the displacement of the points by

and

after the application of stress and as estimated by Eq. 4.15. Pre-stress and poststress states can be seen in Figure 4.5 below with the region

defined from points

which are located at the interface boundaries. The location of points

and

to

are shown
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at the interface boundaries for simplicity, but can actually be located anywhere within the
area being imaged. A strain image can be created by displaying the estimated strain for
all regions within an object. In this way, the resolution of the strain image or an object‟s
measured strain distribution is directly related to the size of the selected region,

.

Figure 4.5 Axial strain during pre-stress and post-stress states.

4.6 Accuracy Evaluation
The following section provides a simulation based evaluation of the accuracy of the
quadrature demodulation method when exposed to white gaussian noise. In addition, a
definition and discussion of a large source of error encountered during this thesis research
termed phase jumping is provided.
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4.6.1 Simulated Quadrature Demodulation Phase Accuracy
A simulation was designed in order to demonstrate the phase accuracy of the quadrature
demodulation procedure. This simulation used a sinusoidal signal as the message of a
received ultrasonic signal to be demodulated. The sinusoidal message signal was
multiplied by a carrier or center frequency of 5 MHz in order to simulate conditions
found in the ultrasonic hardware. White gaussian noise was then added to the signal such
that the signal to noise ratio (SNR) varied from -50 dB to 20 dB. This noisy signal was
averaged using a moving average filter with a window size of 21 samples before it was
demodulated using the described quadrature demodulation method and compared to the
initial known ideal message signal. Based on this comparison the standard deviation was
calculated and represents demodulation accuracy.
An example of an ideal signal along with the demodulated version can be seen below
in Figure 4.6 when the SNR was -5 dB. The standard deviation as it varied with SNR can
be seen in Figure 4.7 below. By analyzing the results of this simulation it can be shown
that in order to obtain a displacement measurement resolution better than 5 µm a
minimum SNR of at least 3 dB is required. This SNR should be obtainable using the
described ultrasonic hardware. Therefore, it can be seen from these results that the
demodulation method used is accurate assuming a reasoniable level of SNR is obtained.
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Figure 4.6 Original and demodulated phase signal. The signal was demodulated from a
received signal having a SNR of -5 dB.

Figure 4.7 Simulated standard deviation vs. SNR.
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4.6.2 Phase Jumping
The issue of phase jumping is mentioned throughout this thesis. Phase jumping is a
source of error that seemed to occur during the demodulation process and most effected
results measured with respect to fast time. This error was observed during both phantom
and in vivo experiments and appeared as seemingly arbitrary jumps in phase of the
demodulated signal. These jumps resulted in a signal that appeared to be discontinuous.
The phase jumping error was the largest source of error encountered during research, and
work was done to lessen its effects and to determine its source. The phenomenon was
never fully resolved and its complete definition and subsequent removal are left as future
work. However, a simulation was designed in order to display the concept of phase
jumping as well as a possible solution. The results of this simulation can be seen below.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8 Phase jumping phenomenon. Simulated original and demodulated message
signals shown before (a) and after averaging (b), with a SNR of -5dB.
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The simulation involved demodulating an FM signal with a sinusoidal message
signal. The received signal was degraded by adding white Gaussian noise at varying
signal to noise ratios (SNR). The above figure demonstrates the results of the simulation
when noise was added which resulted in a SNR of -5 dB. In Figure 4.8 (a), the phase
jumping phenomena is clearly observed on the demodulated signal. The demodulated
signal looks as if it should be continuous, but has many seemingly arbitrary jumps in
phase. These phase jumps are not present in the original signal and as such they represent
a source of error. However, after applying a 21 point moving average filter, the
demodulated signal in Figure 4.8(b) does not show the phase jumping effect. Although
the demodulated signal in this figure is extremely noisy due to the low SNR, it can still be
seen to follow the general trend of the ideal message signal.
The results of Figure 4.8 provide evidence that a possible solution to the phase
jumping problem could be found with the application of filtering. However, because
much more complex operations were done on actual measurements it was very difficult
to determine the optimal location and type of filtering that should be used. This
simulation demonstrates the phase jumping phenomenon along with a suggested solution
of using some form of filtering such as averaging to remove its influence. The exact
implementation of this solution is left as future work.
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Chapter 5:

Methods of Muscle Motion
Measurement and Motion Artefact
Removal
In laboratory experiments it is possible to create situations in which it is very unlikely
that the ultrasound probe or material being imaged will experience movement. However,
in many clinical ultrasound applications, the probe is held by a trained medical
practitioner. In this case, it is very likely that the probe and imaging area will move
during measurement. For the ultrasonic monitoring of muscle motion studied in this
thesis research, the probe or object motion is desirable when measuring overall global
tissue motion, but should be removed when measuring internal tissue motion.
In clinical applications such as blood flow measurements, a notch filter called a
clutter filter is used to remove unwanted motion caused by such phenomena as the
heartbeat or breathing [62]. However, when considering the goals of this thesis, the use of
a clutter filter is not desirable. The reason for this is that the musculature motion signals
of interest could have a motion frequency content close to that of the frequency of the
unwanted motion signals that should be removed. Therefore, a unique motion artefact
removal technique has been developed and will be discussed in the chapter to follow.
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5.1 Motion Artefact Definition
The concept of motion artefact is one that must be defined in order to fully understand the
purpose and methodology developed in this chapter. The concept of motion artefact will
be defined in this section as it applies to this thesis research. To begin with, the term
motion artefact will be used to refer to motion caused by very specific phenomenon. In
addition, it should be noted that it may not always be desirable to remove this motion
artefact as will be explained to follow.
Motion artefacts, for the purposes of this thesis, are defined as any motion in a
direction parallel to the ultrasonic beam caused by the external motion of the ultrasonic
probe or of the entire object being imaged. This concept of motion artefact corresponds to
global motion when the probe is coupled with the object being imaged and allowed to
move freely with its surface. However, when dealing with measurements of internal
motion, this motion artefact represents a source of error that needs to be removed. Details
of these concepts will be provided in the remainder of this chapter.

5.2 Principles and Assumptions
The following section deals with the principles of motion as observed by the ultrasonic
probe. It outlines how motion relates to the concept of motion artefacts as well as when
and why these artefacts are desired in some cases but removed as unwanted signals in
others. However, before describing motion and its measurement, some assumptions used
throughout this chapter and thesis should be defined. The first has to do with the object
being imaged. In order to analyze skeletal muscle motion, a phantom system was
designed to mimic the conditions found in actual human skeletal muscle. The phantom
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systems developed are described further in Chapter 6. However, regardless of whether
considering phantom or in-vivo images, it is always assumed that the area being imaged
will contain a layer of soft material such as fat. This layer will be followed by one or
more deeper layers of stiffer material like muscle. This stiffer layer is then followed in
depth by an area of uncompressible material such as bone. For the purposes of this
chapter, the compressible layers are often referred to as tissue and the uncompressible
layer is referred to as bone.
It should be noted that as stated previously in Section 4.1 the origin of the
measurement coordinate system is located at the surface of the probe. The result of this
definition is that all motion captured during ultrasound measurements are relative to the
probe surface. Therefore, if a uniform object being imaged is uniformly compressed, the
largest motions will be observed at the deepest areas with the magnitude of the
displacement decreasing towards the surface of the probe. Finally, it is assumed that
motion as measured in this thesis occurs in a direction parallel to the ultrasonic beam in
the axial direction unless stated otherwise.
5.2.1 External Motion
External motion is defined as occurring due to motion of the probe or of the object being
imaged. This type of motion has been classified as a motion artefact. In the case of
imaging an area containing some uncompressible material or bone, this type of motion
can be defined as when the distance between the probe surface and the bone varies. This
occurs due to some combination of the probe moving towards or away from the bone or
the bone moving towards or away from the probe. Motion of the bone is assumed to be
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caused by external motion of the object being imaged. Due to the fact that the coordinate
system origin is taken at the probe surface, motion as a result of probe movement appears
identical to motion caused by external object movement during ultrasonic measurements.
An example of external motion can be seen in Figure 5.1 below. This figure depicts a
scenario in which the probe is physically pushed down towards the bone layer. The result
is the appearance of the bone layer moving closer to the probe surface.

Figure 5.1 External motion due to probe movement.

5.2.2 Internal Motion
The other type of motion that must be considered is that of internal motion. Internal
motion occurs and originates, as its name would suggest, internally to the object being
imaged. In the ideal case of measuring internal motion, the probe and object being
imaged would be completely fixed. This would result in a constant distance between the
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probe surface and the bone. In this ideal case, observed motion can only be as a result of
internal movement. During in vivo conditions, internal movement can be thought of as a
muscle contraction originating within the tissue area being imaged at some depth within a
layer of muscle. An example of this type of motion can be seen below in Figure 5.2. It
can be seen in this figure that the muscle layer expands which consequently contracts the
fat layer while the distance between probe and bone remains constant.

Figure 5.2 Internal motion due to muscle contraction.

5.3 Ultrasonic Motion Measurements
It is first necessary to understand when motion artefacts should be removed before
describing the procedure used to remove them. Firstly, as described above, there are two
different kinds of motion; external motion, in which the probe or entire object being
imaged move and internal motion. These two different forms of motion result in two
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different types of motion that can be measured. The first is that of global surface motion
and the second is that of internal motion.
Motion can be measured using ultrasound by estimating the time delay change of an
ultrasonic echo from within the object being imaged. Specifically, a probe or external
object movement can be estimated by measuring the time delay change of an ultrasound
echo reflected from the surface of the bone or uncompressible material. If this time delay
does not change it can be said that the distance between the probe and the bone has been
kept constant. This, in turn, means that there has been no relative probe or object motion
during measurements.
5.3.1 Measuring Global Surface Motion
In the first case of global motion, it is the motion at the surface of the object that is of
interest. The motion at the surface of the object represents a summation of any motion
that has occurred internally. For instance, when a muscle contracts, the surface of the skin
above it moves in relation to the motion occurring within the muscle. This type of
movement tends to be measured with MMG as mentioned in Section 2.4.2. However, it
can also be measured ultrasonically. This can be done ideally by fixing the probe to the
surface of the object being imaged, i.e. the skin, such that it moves dependently with
respect to the surface motion of the object. In this case, the motion artefact is equivalent
to the global motion at the object surface.
This type of global motion is measured when the probe is allowed to move relatively
to the surface of the object being imaged. The probe itself will move in response to a
force originating within the object being imaged. This motion of the probe will result in a
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change in distance between the probe surface and the bone which is defined as the global
motion experienced at the surface of the object being imaged. In this case, as explained
above, the motion artefact is equivalent to the desired global motion measurement and
should not be removed. The concept of global surface motion measurement can be seen
in Figure 5.3 below.
5.3.2 Measuring Internal Motion
In order to measure motion internal to the object being imaged, the distance between the
probe and the bone must remain fixed. In this case, any motion of the probe or of the
entire object being imaged is unwanted and should be removed. Defining a way in which
to remove the motion artefact in this case is essential because any externally occurring
motion will be observed in addition to the internal motion. If not removed, the external
motion becomes a source of error on the measurement of internal motion.
As stated above, if the probe is completely fixed and the entire object being imaged
does not move then the distance between probe and bone will remain fixed. In this
situation, any motion measured will be as a direct result of only that motion occurring
internally to the object being imaged. Practically, however, physically fixing the distance
between the probe and the bone is difficult. During in vivo measurements the probe may
be pushed into or pulled away from the tissue being imaged by the individual holding the
probe. In addition, the tissue being imaged may move due to voluntary or involuntary
muscle contractions. Even in phantom simulations the probe cannot be completely fixed
and tends to move slightly with the expansion and contraction of the phantom beneath it.
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Due to these reasons and the fact that internal tissue motion can be much smaller than
motion artefacts, it is important to remove as much of the motion artefact as possible.
In order to remove the motion artefact and accurately measure internal motion, a
method has been developed and was used to obtain the results shown in the following
chapters. Through analysis of the ultrasonic signals obtained, the developed methodology
essentially fixes the distance between the probe and bone regardless of the motion
occurring during signal acquisition. The differences between measuring global surface
and internal motion are illustrated in Figure 5.3 below.

Figure 5.3 Ultrasonic motion measurements. The measurement conditions are: (a) tissue at
steady state with no motion of any kind occurring, (b) muscle expansion with the probe
moving relative to the surface allowing measurement of global surface motion and (c)
muscle expansion with no probe motion resulting in a fixed distance between probe and
bone allowing for internal motion measurements.
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5.4 Removing Motion Artefacts
The principles used to remove motion artefacts are based on the way in which motion
occurs. As stated above, ultrasonic measurements were taken of human tissues or similar
materials. In such cases, it was assumed that the area to be imaged contained layers of
compressible material such as fat and muscle followed by an area of uncompressible
material such as bone. The areas of compressible material will experience motion as a
result of any internal or external motion such as muscle contraction or probe movement.
However, because it cannot be compressed, the uncompressible material or bone should
experience no motion as a direct result of any internal motion. Rather, motion observed at
the bone surface or boundary is due only to motion artefacts as defined above. For this
reason, any motion captured from an area of known uncompressible material such as
bone can be assumed to be only as a result of external motion of the probe or of the
global motion of the area being imaged. Ideally, by using this motion measured at the
bone surface, it is possible to remove the effects of motion artefacts from any measured
motion signal.
There are three major aspects of the process used to remove motion artefacts. The
first has to do with the measurement procedure used to collect data. The second requires
the location and tracking of the interface between the compressible and uncompressible
material or bone. This tracking signal from the uncompressible material or bone
boundary represents displacement as a result of only the motion artefact and is referred to
as the bone boundary displacement signal. The final major aspect of motion artefact
removal involves scaling the bone boundary displacement signal with respect to depth
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and subtracting it from the measured displacement at any other depth. The result of this
subtraction represents a measurement of the internal motion that occurred at that depth.
The specifics of the procedure used to remove motion artefacts are detailed in the
following sections. Due to the necessity of obtaining a signal from an uncompressible
material or bone boundary the developed motion artefact removal algorithm will be
referred to as the Bone Boundary Referencing Method of Motion Artefact Removal or
bone boundary method for short.

5.5 Measurement Procedure and Reference Data
As mentioned above, one of the main components of the bone boundary method is the
manner in which data is collected. As stated in Section 4.1, displacement magnitude
varies with depth through a material. Due to this fact and the defined coordinate system,
in a uniform object under uniform stress, the largest displacement magnitudes will be
observed at the deepest locations and the displacement magnitude will decrease linearly
as the observation area becomes shallower. It was always assumed that the
uncompressible material or bone would occupy the deepest region of interest in any
experiment. Therefore, the displacement estimated from the surface of the bone had to be
scaled relative to depth before it could be used to subtract the effects of motion artefacts
from any particular depth. This scaling was accomplished by analyzing a section of the
collected data referred to as the reference section.
To facilitate depth scaling, a time period of signals containing motion as a result of
only probe motion was always obtained. This was done by pushing the probe down into
the object being imaged before experimental muscle motion data acquisition occurred.
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Once this data had been acquired, the data for measuring muscle motion was obtained.
The result is that any collected data set is referred to as having two major sections: the
reference area containing the known probe motion and the experimental section
containing the desired experimental signal(s). Figure 5.4 below shows a simulation of
displacement at an arbitrary depth containing both the reference and experimental
sections. The reference data section can be seen as a change of displacement representing
a smooth push and release of pressure applied by the probe into the object being imaged.
The experimental data section shows a triangular pulsatile displacement used to represent
a periodic muscle twitch.

Figure 5.4 Simulated reference and experimental data. The triangular pulses in the
experimental section approximate the signal observed during in vivo electrical muscle
stimulation.
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5.6 Bone Boundary Echo Tracking and Bone Boundary Displacement
Once the data is acquired using the experimental method described in Section 5.5, the
data processing can begin. The first step has to do with locating and tracking the
displacement of the surface of the bone. For the purposes of this step in the bone
boundary algorithm, the region of interest was located at the exact depth where the
ultrasound wave first encounters the tissue-bone interface. The displacement at the bone
boundary and therefore of the motion artefact can be estimated by measuring the time
delay change of an ultrasound echo reflected from the surface of the bone.
The tracking of the bone boundary is done with respect to the demodulated baseband
envelope signal with reference to a B-mode image. The first step in the procedure
requires the identification of the initial location of the bone boundary. This was done by
analyzing the envelope of the first acquired scan line as well as a B-mode image. An
approximate location in depth of the bone boundary can be determined from the B-mode
image based on knowledge of anatomy and ultrasound imaging properties. A large peak
can then be found in the envelope signal near where the bone boundary location is
expected to be from the approximation using the B-mode image. It was usually obvious
where the bone boundary was located just from an analysis of the baseband envelope.
However, the B-mode image was used as an extra measure of certainty. An example of a
baseband envelope signal with the bone boundary location marked is shown below in
Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5 An envelope signal used to determine bone surface location. It is marked in this
figure due to its large amplitude and was verified with the inspection of a B-mode image.

Once the initial bone boundary location was defined, it was automatically tracked for
all scan lines to follow in the subsequent data set. This was done using a developed
windowed peak detection algorithm. The algorithm works by looking for the largest
value within a defined window size. The window is defined by setting the center point to
the last known sample number location of the peak in the envelope signal corresponding
to the bone boundary. The purpose of this window is to eliminate the effect of signal
amplitude variation and decreases the effect of location jumping from peak to peak.
Optimal selection of the width of the window can all but ensure the same peak is being
tracked over all time under our experimental conditions.
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Through experimental observations, a window size of 21 sample points in depth was
adopted as the default size. This window size is small enough to provide accurate
tracking while remaining large enough to account for a wide range of possible motions.
Assuming an ultrasound wave propagation velocity through a material of 1540 m/s [91],
a window size of 21 sample points allows the bone location to move 231 µm in either
direction between two consecutive frames. This contains all possible movements of the
bone due to the stipulation explained in Chapter 4 that no motion may cause a phase shift
of more than 2π radians between consecutive temporal samples. Assuming an ultrasonic
center frequency of 5 MHz the result of the 2π radian constraint is that displacement must
be no more than 154 µm between consecutive temporal samples since the ultrasonic
wavelength is 308 µm at 5 MHz. The window size was chosen such that the resulting
motion was high enough above the 154 µm threshold to account for some possible
variations due to noise and all possible temporal acquisition rates.
The bone boundary displacement signal is a slow time dependant estimation of
displacement obtained by tracking the bone surface location over time with the
aforementioned windowed peak tracking algorithm. It is used to subtract the effects of
motion artefacts from internal motion measurements. For each scan line in every frame,
the peak tracking algorithm locates the sample number corresponding to the bone
boundary location. The displacement occurring at this determined depth is then stored as
the value of the bone boundary displacement signal for the current scan line in the current
frame. By repeating this process over all time (temporal, slow time samples), a time
dependant displacement signal from the uncompressible material or bone boundary is
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obtained. The bone boundary displacement signal

in the beam direction

representing the global external surface and motion artefact can be represented as
(5.1)
where

is the accumulated displacement as obtained in Chapter 4 and

located depth sample number of the bone boundary at temporal sample number

is the
.

5.7 Depth Scaling and Motion Artefact Removal
The magnitude of the displacement due to motion artefacts occurring within an object
varies with respect to depth based on the stress-strain profile of the object. Therefore, the
bone boundary displacement signal representing motion artefact was scaled relatively to
any particular depth location by a scaling factor determined for all depths. This was done
using the reference section of the collected data as it was assumed that this section of the
data contained motion occurring only as a result of a motion artefact. Specifically, by
comparing the peak-to-peak displacement during the reference section of the bone
boundary signal to the peak-to-peak displacement during the reference section of the
signal from any depth, a scaling factor for any particular depth was obtained. The scaling
factor

in the beam direction , at a depth sample number

can be represented by
(5.2)

where

represents all temporal samples within the reference section,

bone boundary displacement signal and
depth sample

and temporal sample

.

is the

is the accumulated displacement at
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Ideally, it is only necessary to compare displacement magnitudes at a single point.
However, the end goal of the methodology is to be applicable during in vivo
measurement. In these scenarios, the stiffness of the tissue can change over time due to
muscle contraction and relaxation. This physical change in the tissue can affect how the
tissues themselves deform. Specifically, a peak displacement occurring at some time
observed at one depth may occur at some other time at some other depth. Therefore, the
peak-to-peak displacement magnitude is used in order to ensure that similar quantities are
being compared regardless of any time shift that may have occurred. It was
experimentally determined that this method provided the best results for our research.
The bone boundary displacement signal is multiplied by the scaling factor for all
depths in order to obtain

, the depth scaled bone boundary displacement signal.

This displacement is due only to motion artefacts and represents their effect on
displacement at any particular depth, calculated by
.

(5.3)

Due to the practical potential error introduced during conversion from phase to
displacement, the scaling was actually done on the estimated phase. However,
displacement and phase are ideally treated as equivalent values in this chapter with the
assumption that the conversion from phase to displacement is error free. In order to
remove the effects of motion artefacts at any particular depth, the depth scaled bone
boundary displacement due only to motion artefacts is subtracted from the displacement
at any depth. The result is

, an estimation of the actual internal displacement at any

depth without the effect of motion artefacts, given as
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.

(5.4)

A flowchart of the entire procedure developed and used to remove the effects of
motion artefacts can be seen in Figure 5.6 below.

Figure 5.6 Flowchart of bone boundary method of motion artefact removal.
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5.8 Accuracy Evaluation
In order to test the validity and evaluate the robustness of the bone boundary algorithm, a
software simulation was designed and performed. The simulation created 1472 M-mode
scan lines over a depth range of 100 sample points. The object being imaged was
assumed to be uniform and as such, the displacement magnitude increased linearly with
respect to depth. The scan lines were sampled at a rate of 980 Hz which is the M-mode
temporal sampling rate of the employed ultrasound imaging machine and resulted in a
total of about 1.5 seconds of data.
The reference and experimental artefact motion were simulated using a periodic
sinusoidal wave. The muscle contractions were simulated using a train of triangular
pulses with a width of 0.15 seconds and a repetition rate of 4 Hz. This pulse train
provided similar results to those seen in actual in vivo measurements during electrical
muscle stimulation presented in Chapter 7. An example of a simulated waveform
containing reference and muscle contraction signals can be seen without any motion
artefact above in Figure 5.4. The simulated motion artefact, muscle pulse and muscle
pulse with motion artefact can be seen below in Figure 5.7. The simulated reference and
experimental data with motion artefact present can be seen combined together at an
arbitrary observation depth in Figure 5.8 below.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.7 Simulated (a) motion artefact, (b) muscle motion and
(c) muscle motion with motion artefact.
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Figure 5.8 Simulated reference and experimental data containing motion artefact.

This simulation environment was developed in order to provide a platform that can be
used to evaluate the performance of the bone boundary algorithm for motion artefact
removal. The simulated signals described above can be utilized and manipulated in a
number of different ways in order to test various aspects of the bone boundary algorithm.
In order to demonstrate one such example, the results shown in Figure 5.9, Figure 5.10
and Figure 5.11were obtained after adding Gaussian noise as error to the simulated
displacement estimation.
The purpose of this simulation was to test the ability of the bone boundary algorithm
to function under varying conditions of raw displacement estimation error. In addition,
the muscle pulse amplitude with respect to artefact motion amplitude was varied and the
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effect of this variation was analyzed. The following simulation was done to verify the
hypothesis that the bone boundary algorithm is not a limiting factor on the overall
accuracy of our muscle measurement system.
In order to test how well the motion artefact removal algorithm performed under
varying conditions of displacement estimation error, white Gaussian noise was added as
error to the simulated collected data in both the reference and experimental sections. For
this reason, raw displacement estimation error is referred to as noise for the purposes of
this simulation. The signal to noise ratio or SNR was varied from 30 dB to -10 dB by
steps of 0.5 dB. The SNR actually represents the ratio between ideal displacement
estimation and displacement estimation error rather than a conventional signal to noise
ratio. However, because noise is assumed to be caused by estimation error in this
simulation, the term SNR is used.
After adding noise and applying motion artefact removal by the bone boundary
algorithm the resultant signal was compared to an ideal signal and the standard deviation
was determined. The result of this simulation can be seen in Figure 5.9 below which
shows that at 15 dB an error of about 20% should be expected. Although this value seems
very high, it is important to recall that SNR actually represents error that has been added
to the displacement estimation. These simulation results suggest that the bone boundary
algorithm error is more a reflection of the addition of displacement estimation error as
noise than of the algorithm itself.
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Figure 5.9 Simulation results of standard deviation of bone boundary algorithm vs. signal to
noise ratio (SNR).

The second simulation was used to test the performance of the bone boundary
algorithm in the case of a constant level of displacement estimation error added as noise.
The purpose of this simulation was to test the effect of varying the magnitude of the
desired muscle twitch displacement with respect to the magnitude of the motion artefact.
To accomplish this, the muscle displacement magnitude was varied from ten times larger
to ten times smaller than the artefact motion magnitude. The result of the bone boundary
algorithm was compared to an ideal result and the standard deviation was calculated for
the varying ratio of artefact to muscle motion magnitude.
In the ideal case, when no noise was added, the standard deviation of the bone
boundary method was on the order of 10-16. This error level is so low that it is more likely
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a representation of the round-off error of the computer used during simulation than of the
algorithm itself. However, this low error level could suggest that the accuracy with which
the bone boundary algorithm removed the motion artefact is not dependent on the
magnitude of the muscle motion relative to the magnitude of the motion artefact.
To help verify this hypothesis, the simulation was repeated with the addition of raw
displacement estimation error as white Gaussian noise resulting in a SNR of 30 dB. This
value of 30 dB was chosen because it can be seen from Figure 5.9 above that the bone
boundary method will have less than 3% error at 30 dB. The result of this simulation can
be seen in Figure 5.10 below. This figure demonstrates a fairly constant error regardless
of simulated muscle motion magnitude. The error is approximately equal to that seen in
Figure 5.9 at 30 dB. This helps to verify that there is no correlation between muscle
motion magnitude and the bone boundary algorithm accuracy when the raw displacement
estimation error is small enough. These results allow for the assumption that if the muscle
displacement is large enough to be detected then the bone boundary algorithm is a viable
method to use for the removal of the effects of artefact motion.
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Figure 5.10 Simulation results of varying muscle motion magnitude with respect to motion
artefact magnitude. The SNR during this simulation was kept constant at 30 dB.

The final simulation was used to simultaneously test both the effect of displacement
estimation error and the variation of the muscle motion magnitude with respect to the
magnitude of the artefact motion. The muscle signal magnitude was varied from ten times
to one tenth smaller than the artefact motion magnitude. For each value of muscle motion
magnitude, the SNR was varied from 30 dB to -10 dB with steps of 0.5 dB. The results
are shown below in Figure 5.11 and seem to again suggest the trend of the bone boundary
algorithm accuracy being more dependent on displacement estimation error variations
than on variations in displacement magnitude.
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Figure 5.11 Simulation results of varying muscle signal magnitude and SNR.

This accuracy evaluation is just one example of how the simulation signals developed
and shown in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 can be used to analyze the bone boundary method
of motion artefact removal. The simulation results verify the intuitive hypothesis that the
bone boundary algorithm is not a limiting factor on the overall accuracy of the muscle
motion measurement system. Rather, the error of the motion artefact removal algorithm is
dependent on the error of the displacement values that it is applied to. Work can be done
in the future to analyze the simulated motion signals with the addition of more
complicated noise and error.

5.9 Limitations
The bone boundary algorithm can and has been shown to be very effective at removing
motion artefacts. However, it does have its limitations. There are two major types of
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drawbacks that should be considered. Firstly, there is the problem of motion not in the
direction of the ultrasonic beam. The bone boundary method is only able to effectively
remove motion artefacts that are a result of motion in the direction of the ultrasonic beam.
It will not properly remove or take into account any motion with a component in the
direction perpendicular to the beam. However, the effect from this type of motion can be
lessened with the use of various experimental designs and procedures. This issue is also
encountered by any acquisition method that only considers two dimensions of
displacement as is the case with the hardware system used for this thesis.
In addition, the bone boundary algorithm will not be able to correct angular motion of
the probe or of the object being imaged. This can affect the algorithm because it is based
on a peak detection method of object tracking. Due to the nature of ultrasonic
measurements, the angle of the ultrasonic beam relative to any reflector has an effect on
the amplitude of the received ultrasonic signal. This received signal is used to create the
baseband envelope signal which, in turn, is used to track the desired bone boundary
location based on a peak magnitude. A significant change in the peak magnitude may
have an effect on the algorithm‟s ability to locate the bone boundary. For example, if
certain angular motion occurred, it could be possible that the amplitude at the bone
boundary location would become too small to detect. This could cause a problem during
the peak tracking algorithm and as a result, the accuracy of the entire bone boundary
method could suffer.
Finally, there is the issue of time varying physical property changes of the tissue
being imaged during in vivo measurements. A muscle contraction changes the physical
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properties of tissues as areas of contracted muscle become stiffer. This change in stiffness
changes the stress-strain profile with respect to depth. The scaling factor used to
compensate for depth dependent displacement magnitude is calculated during the
reference section of the data when all of the tissue is at a steady state. The scaling factor
is used both when the tissue is and is not at a steady state. This fact could introduce some
error into the motion artefact removal algorithm used.
Although there are limitations to the motion artefact removal methodology, it is still a
viable way to greatly reduce the effects of motion artefacts. A demonstration of its use
during phantom simulation and actual in vivo experiments is provided in the chapters to
follow.
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Chapter 6:

Simulation Environment and
Experiments
The end goal of most research is the use of a developed technique or idea in a real world
application. The goal of this research is to develop techniques to perform useful in vivo
measurements. It was therefore necessary to design and test a simulation environment
that would simulate the conditions present in vivo while providing a more controllable
experimental procedure. In previous chapters, methods used to mathematically model,
simulate and test concepts have been discussed. This chapter introduces these concepts as
applied to a real application using a designed simulation environment. This environment
uses tissue mimicking phantoms in a designed configuration to simulate the conditions
expected during actual in vivo skeletal muscle measurements. Results of testing with this
system are presented and an evaluation of accuracy using the simulation environment is
discussed.

6.1 Phantom Development
This section deals with both the development of the phantoms used as well as the
configuration of the skeletal muscle simulation environment. It details the three different
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types of phantoms created as well as the preparation procedure developed to create what
were found to be the most effective phantoms for this thesis research. Although three
different phantoms were developed, they all shared the same overall goal to be as similar
to human skeletal muscle tissue and fat as possible. Aside from being physically similar
to human tissues, it was also necessary that any phantom used would have an ultrasonic
propagation velocity on the order of 1500 m/s. This value was chosen due to the widely
accepted standard of ultrasonic propagation velocity through human tissue of 1540 m/s
[91]-[93]. A value of ultrasonic propagation velocity through a material of 1540 m/s ±
100 m/s was adopted as an acceptable range for a phantom analog of human tissue for
experimental purposes in this thesis.
6.1.1 Silicone Phantom
The first phantom developed was a silicone based phantom. Although it was only briefly
used, its discussion is important in the overall development of the final ultrasound
phantom employed. The silicone material used was supplied by Dascar Plastics and is
called RTV-1000. The procedure used to make a phantom out of this material was very
simple. The material comes in two separate containers. One contains a base and the other
an activator. A 5cm x 5cm x 5cm mould was constructed. Once this was done, ten parts
base to one part activator by weight were mixed together. The entire solution solidified
after 1.5 hours and had set firmly within 24 hours. Once set, the phantom‟s properties
were tested. It was found that the ultrasonic velocity through the material was on the
order of 1500 m/s. This is consistent with the accepted standard as mentioned above.
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Although the ultrasound velocity through this silicone phantom was within the
acceptable range and it had a very long lifetime, there were attributes that made it unuseable for the experiments to follow. Overall, there were three main flaws with this
silicone phantom. Firstly, the material, once set, was far stiffer than biological tissues of
our interest such as muscle and fat. This meant that testing for internal vibrations would
produce very different results from those expected within actual tissue.
Secondly, the material is sonically transparent. This means that all ultrasonic waves
pass through the material and are not reflected back to the transducer. For this reason,
ultrasonic scattering material had to be uniformly added to the mixture. However, due to
the high viscosity of the material during mixing, it was difficult to approach a uniform
distribution of particles with our facilities at the time of writing this thesis. This nonuniformity would greatly skew any results obtained when using this type of phantom. It
should be noted that better uniformity can be attained with more robust mixing
equipment.
Finally, there was a practical problem with degassing the phantom during production.
This material required pouring and mixing to ensure a good phantom. However, the
pouring and mixing introduced air bubbles. This was an obvious problem as there are no
air bubbles in any human tissue and ultrasound signals are entirely attenuated by air. In
the future, degassing could be performed using a vacuum pump. For these reasons, the
silicone phantom was dismissed as a viable option for phantom study with respect to this
thesis research.
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6.1.2 Gelatin Phantom
The second type of phantom material used was gelatin and was chosen due to its mention
in literature such as [94]. Gelatin is a solid substance derived from the collagen inside
animals‟ skin and bones. Specifically, Knox brand gelatin was used which is derived
from pork products. The packaging states that one envelope containing the equivalent of
15 mL of gelatin powder will set a 500 mL volume into a liquid state or 375 mL into a
more solid state. Increasing the concentration of gelatin increased the stiffness of the
resultant solid. In addition, gelatin that has set into a solid is also transparent to sound and
as such the addition of a sonic scattering material was necessary for its use as an
ultrasound phantom.
The procedure for making these phantoms is described as follows. Firstly, 1 L of
distilled water was brought to a boil and continued to boil for 30 minutes. This was done
to degas the water. Once the water was degassed, 100 mL of it was poured into a separate
beaker on a heater. The heater kept the water just below the temperature of a vigorous
boil. The desired amount of gelatin powder was then added to the water and the mixture
was transferred off the heat and onto a magnetic stirrer. The mixture was transferred
between the heating element and the stirrer until it appeared that all of the gelatin had
been dissolved. At this point, the beaker was placed back on the stirrer for the final time
and the desired amount of carbon particles were added to act as ultrasonic scattering
particles. The entire mixture was allowed to air cool while stirring until it began to set.
Once setting began, the mixture was poured into a mould and the magnetic stirrer was
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removed. The mixture in the mould was then covered with saran wrap and placed in a
refrigerator where it was left for at least 24 hours in order to completely solidify.
This phantom seemed to provide a better analog to human tissue than the silicone
phantom. The speed of sound through the material was within the acceptable range and a
similar stiffness to that of human tissue was obtained by adding 3 g of Knox gelatin to
every 100 mL of water. However, gelatin phantoms also had some drawbacks. Firstly,
there was the recurring issue of air bubbles. Although steps were taken to degas the
mixture as much as possible, air bubbles still formed within the phantom.
Secondly, due to the density of the water-gelatin mixture, many of the heavier carbon
particles settled to the bottom of the phantom during solidification. This problem was
worsened by the large amount of time required for the gelatin to fully solidify. This
resulted in a very non-uniform distribution of carbon particles which was the major flaw
of the gelatin phantoms and the reason why this type of phantom was not extensively
used during research.
6.1.3 Agar Phantom
The final material used to create a phantom was agar. It was chosen due to its mention in
literature [95], [96] and its similarities to and differences from animal gelatin. Agar is
similar to gelatin in that it has similar physical properties, but it is derived from seaweed
instead of animal products. Agar is a gel at room temperatures and remains in this state
up to temperatures as high as 65 ºC. The melting temperature of agar is 85 ºC. The agar
used was obtained from BioShop and is of laboratory grade.
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Agar was chosen as the material to make the majority of phantoms used during
research. This decision was made because the speed of sound through agar is within the
acceptable range. In addition, its stiffness and speed of solidifying allowed for the
creation of phantoms with a near uniform distribution of carbon particles and with a
stiffness that seemed very similar to the touch of biological tissue. The following section
discusses the specifics of the ultrasound scattering particles used and gives a detailed
description of the procedure developed to create a phantom from agar powder.
A graphite powder of carbon particles was used to scatter ultrasonic signals within the
phantom. The specific powder used was number 10129 supplied by Alfa Aesar. The
particle size distribution is as follows: 10% 6.813 µm, 50% 26.03 µm and 90% 50.33 µm.
It was experimentally determined that 3 g of graphite powder provided the most uniform
distribution of carbon particles and as such, the most useful resultant RF signals for our
research. Assuming a uniform distribution of carbon particles with a size in the ninetieth
percentile of 50.33 µm, it was calculated that there were approximately 2 particles per
ultrasonic wavelength which resulted in a scattering echo from any location within the
phantom. Therefore, a concentration of 3% by weight of carbon particles was adopted as
the standard for all phantoms to follow.
There are many mentions of agar being used in literature. However, there is no
standardized, recorded reference to one specific procedure used to create a useful
phantom from agar powder. The following is the procedure developed and used
throughout this thesis to create human analog phantoms for our research using the
equipment at our disposal. There is room for improvement in the creation of these
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phantoms and as such future work should be done in this area. The procedure required:
agar powder, carbon powder, water, a beaker, a kettle, a small pan, a magnetic stirrer, a
heating source, a refrigerator, a scale and a mould. The mould was constructed in the
shape of a cube using overhead transparencies and clear adhesive tape. The general shape
adopted had a 5 cm x 5 cm base and was up to 8 cm tall.
The first step in the procedure was to degas the water. In order to do this, a kettle full
of distilled water was brought to a boil on a heating element. Once vigorously boiling, the
kettle was left to continue to boil for an additional 30 minutes during which time the
desired amount of carbon and agar powders were portioned out using the scale. At this
point, 100 mL of boiled water was poured into the glass beaker. The kettle was then
removed from the heat and replaced by the small pan. The heat was turned down to
medium and enough water was added to the pan to ensure that the beaker would float
when placed into the pan. The glass beaker was then placed into the small pan. As
opposed to placing the beaker directly on the heating element, the purpose of placing the
beaker into the small pan containing water was to avoid burning the agar once it was
added to the mixture. Finally, a large pot of very cold water was prepared. The exact
amount and temperature of this water was not important. This cold water was used to
rapidly cool the agar-water-carbon mixture in a later step. Therefore it was only required
to have enough volume to partially submerge the mould and be of a low enough
temperature to quickly bring down the heat of the mixture.
After the completion of the preceding preliminary steps, the procedure below was
followed:
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1. Place the beaker on the magnetic stirrer and place the stir rod into the beaker.
2. Turn the stirrer on at a medium stir rate.
3. Slowly add the agar powder to the water. It is essential that the powder is added
slowly enough to avoid clumping. It may be necessary to stop pouring and wait
for the agar that has already been added to be fully mixed into the solution. In
addition, it is important that the temperature of the mixture remains above 65 ºC.
The addition of agar must stop and the beaker must be placed back into the small
pan on the heating element if the temperature of the mixture becomes too low.
4. Remove the beaker from the stir platform and place it into the small pan on the
heater once all of the agar has been added. The temperature of the heater should
remain hot enough to ensure that the water in the small pan continues to boil.
5. After about 60 seconds of heating or enough time to bring the temperature of the
mixture above 85 ºC the beaker should be placed back onto the stirrer.
6. Stir until the temperature begins to drop to a value near 65 ºC.
7. Continue steps 4-7 until all of the agar has fully dissolved into the water.
8. Slowly add the carbon particles to the mixture while continuing to stir. Again, as
in step 3, do so slowly to avoid clumping and stop to re-heat the mixture if the
agar begins to solidify.
9. Once all of the carbon has been added and thoroughly stirred, replace the beaker
into the pan on the heat for 60 seconds of heating or enough time to bring the
temperature of the mixture back above 65 ºC.
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10. Remove the beaker from the heat and place it back on the stirrer. Turn down the
speed of the stirrer until it is just barely moving. This can be accomplished by
turning the stirrer off, and then gradually increasing the stir velocity until the stir
rod just begins to rotate smoothly. Leave the mixture on the stirrer at this rate to
cool. This step will continue to stir the liquid until it begins to solidify. The end of
this step is marked when the liquid becomes viscous enough to stop the stir rod.
11. Pour the mixture into the mould making sure to pour slowly and steadily enough
to ensure that no air bubbles are formed. It is necessary to ensure that only the
liquid be poured into the mould. Make sure that the stir rod remains behind in the
beaker.
12. Place the filled mould immediately into the cold water. The stirring done in step
10 has ensured an even distribution of the carbon particles and rapidly cooling the
mould in the water hardens the mixture quickly. This decreases carbon particle
settling and will result in a very uniform distribution of particles in the final
product.
13. After 3 minutes in the cold bath remove the mould from the water and cover it
with saran wrap.
14. Place the saran wrap covered mould into a refrigerator and leave it to set for a
minimum of 24 hours.
The steps outlined above comprise the procedure used throughout this thesis to create
the phantoms used. Precise numerical calculations of the stiffness of the phantoms were
not done in this thesis. However, the stiffness could easily be compared tactilely to that of
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human tissue. Using this method of comparison, it was found that the useful range for
agar powder was between 1% and 3% by weight. It was found experimentally that below
1% agar by weight a solution was created that was in between a solid and liquid state.
The solution seemed to be in a form of sludge which proved to be useless as a tissue
phantom.
By tactilely comparing a number of created phantoms to various living human tissue
it was found that 1 w% agar had a similar stiffness to that of fat whereas 3 w% agar was
stiffer and resembled contracted skeletal muscle tissue. A concentration of agar of 2% by
weight was found to resemble relaxed muscle tissue. By varying the percent of agar
between 1 w% and 3 w% a wide range of human tissue analog phantoms could be
created. Although the 1 w% - 3 w% variation in agar affected the stiffness, it did not
seem to push the velocity of sound propagation outside the acceptable range. A more
detailed characterization of phantoms should be conducted for research in the future.
The created phantoms were kept in a refrigerator wrapped in saran wrap when not in
use. Experimentally, it was found that the useful lifetime of an agar phantom was
between 10 and 25 days when stored properly. After 25 days, the phantoms dried up and
would fall apart when handled during experimental procedures. The phantoms had to be
handled with extreme care even when within their useable lifetime. Although the agar
provided phantoms with the closest relation to human tissue, they were very fragile. This
was most noticed when dealing with the very soft phantoms produced with 1% agar by
weight. A photograph taken during measurement of a 1% agar by weight phantom can be
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seen below in Figure 6.1. The phantom is black in colour due to the carbon powder that
was added as ultrasonic scatterers.

phantom

Figure 6.1 Biological tissue phantom made from agar. This phantom was made with 1%
agar by weight and was measured on a plexiglas plate with the ultrasonic probe seen above.

6.1.4 Phantom Simulated Skeletal Muscle System
A system to simulate the skeletal muscle environment during in vivo experiments needed
to be designed once a method had been developed for producing phantoms of varying
stiffness. As mentioned in Chapter 5, it was assumed that during in vivo experiments
three physically and categorically different materials would be encountered over depth by
an ultrasonic beam. These, in order from shallowest to deepest, are fat, muscle and bone.
Fat is the softest of the three materials. It was represented by a layer of 1% by weight
agar phantom. The muscle layer was modeled with either a 2% or 3% by weight agar
layer depending on whether the particular experiment required the study of relaxed or
contracted muscle. The bone layer was modeled with a layer of plexiglas. Plexiglas is
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similar to bone in that it is uncompressible and will reflect a sound wave strongly at its
boundary due to the acoustic impedance difference between it and the tissue mimicking
agar layers.
The overall simulation system was comprised of a thin layer of the fat phantom
followed by a thicker layer of the muscle phantom stacked on top of plexiglas used to
simulate bone. This simulation system of an in vivo skeletal muscle environment proved
to be effective and was to our knowledge the first of its kind used to model ultrasonic
muscle measurements. A diagram of the simulation system accompanied by a
corresponding acquired RF signal can be seen in Figure 6.2 below. It can be seen that the
large peaks in the RF signal correspond to the various interfaces in the simulation
environment.
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Figure 6.2 Schematic diagram of a phantom simulated skeletal muscle environment with a
corresponding acquired RF ultrasound signal.

6.2 Experimental Design and Procedure
An experimental procedure was developed after designing the simulation environment
with respect to the phantoms used. Two different experimental procedures were designed.
The first was used for experiments having to do with strain estimation. The second had to
do with those experiments used to simulate muscle contraction. The following section
outlines the experimental design and procedure for both strain estimation and muscle
contraction simulation experiments.
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6.2.1 Strain Imaging
Strain is a measure of the deformation experienced by a material. It is relevant to muscle
measurements as it is possible that injured tissue areas may experience a change in their
stiffness. The general method with which strain was calculated is outlined in Chapter 4
and the specific method used for strain measurements in this thesis is described in the
following sections. The purpose of this section is to outline the experimental procedure
used to obtain data with the purpose of measuring strain.
The concept of calculating strain requires that a change in displacement has occurred.
In addition, the technique of quadrature demodulation used to measure displacement from
the received ultrasonic signal requires that no phase shift between consecutive temporal
samples (i.e. frames) exceeded 2π radians. These two details were the reasoning behind
the development of the experimental methodology.
In order to calculate strain, a specific sequence of pressure was applied on the object
being imaged during the ultrasonic signal acquisition. Assuming that an object is
deformable, any external force applied on the object will result in its deformation. This
deformation is the result of a displacement that can be used to calculate a measure of
relative strain. Strain can be calculated between any two time instances if a displacement
has occurred. However, because of quadrature demodulation there is a limit on the
magnitude of the phase change between two temporal samples. In order to make sure that
this phase magnitude limit was not exceeded, a procedure of gradual force application
was used for the strain measurement experiments.
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The procedure was developed such that the first third of the data in time, or about 2
seconds, corresponded to no applied external force. This was actually practically
impossible because the application of some force with the ultrasonic probe was required
in order to obtain a good coupling between the probe and the object being imaged. The
probe was applied to the object with as little force as possible to obtain good coupling
and this small force was used as the baseline for all other forces which allowed it to be
treated as if it were nonexistent. After the first third, or 2 seconds of data acquisition, a
gradual linear increase in force over time was manually applied. Finally, during the
remaining third or the last two seconds of data acquisition, a constant force was
maintained.
In practice, the first and last thirds of the acquired data were treated as pre and poststress states and were used for strain calculations. The middle third of the data was
practically used to experimentally verify that the phase shift between two consecutive
temporal samples remained under the 2π radian limit. A demonstration of the ideal force
applied by the transducer on the object being imaged can be seen in Figure 6.3 below.
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Figure 6.3 Force applied by probe during strain measurement experimental procedure.

6.2.2 Muscle Contraction Simulation
The second type of experiments that needed to be simulated had to do with measuring
muscle contractions. This environment needed to simulate an electrical muscle stimulator
(EMS) applied to a skeletal muscle. The EMS allowed for the direct stimulation of a
muscle with variable pulse repetition frequency and voltage. A simulation system was,
therefore, designed to allow variation of simulated stimulation frequency and amplitude.
The following section outlines the design of the hardware and experimental procedure
followed to collect simulated muscle stimulation data using phantoms.
6.2.2.1 Hardware Development
A number of in vivo experiments were done in order to study actual muscle contractions
so that a realistic simulation system could be designed. Some of the in vivo experiments
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done are explained in the following chapter. In all experiments done, muscle contractions
forced by the EMS appeared to look like pulses in the demodulated phase or
displacement as calculated from the received RF signal. This observation allowed for the
design of a hardware system that is outlined below.
Aside from the shape of the displacement waveform it was also necessary to ensure
that the simulator was comparable to the properties of actual muscle contraction. The
muscle layer is located between a fat layer and a bone layer. Therefore, it was important
when designing the simulation environment, to take the location of the source of the
simulated muscle contraction into account. The overall concept of the hardware set-up
was to use a motor and cam to press against the phantom periodically. In order to
decrease wear on the phantoms themselves, a sheet of thin flexible plastic was placed in
between the phantom and the rotating cam. The cam would then strike the flexible
plastic, pushing it into the phantom which caused a pulsatile deformation of the phantom.
A block diagram and a photograph of the simulation system with and without a
phantom present can be seen in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5, respectively. A gear motor
provided the mechanical motion used to simulate muscle contraction. The motor itself
supplied about 0.4 N·m of torque at a rate of 58.8 rpm when supplied a voltage of 6V. To
vary the simulated pulse frequency, various attachments or cams were placed on the
output shaft of the motor. These cams, each having a different number and size of contact
points, would come into contact with the flexible plastic causing the phantom to deform.
Increasing the number of contact points increased the pulse repetition frequency. The
magnitude of the force applied was varied by adjusting the distance of the cam from the
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flexible plastic being displaced. The magnitude of the simulated muscle contractions
increased as the distance between the cam and the flexible plastic was decreased.
A rig of wood and aluminum was used to hold both the ultrasonic probe and the
phantoms in place. This was done to fix as many of the experimental variables as
possible. The aluminum pieces of the rig were joined together with metal clamps. These
clamps provided the most significant source of error with respect to the hardware
configuration. This was due to the fact that the nature of their construction allowed for a
few millimetres of motion to occur between the clamps and their supporting rods. Future
work on a more stable support system should be done to eliminate this source of error.
One solution could be to employ a set of computer controlled mechanical stages.
In order to avoid lateral movement of the object being imaged, the bottom plexiglas
section of the phantom simulating bone was adhered to the rig. In addition, another piece
of plexiglas was used to hold the agar phantom layers against the flexible plastic wall.
The ultrasonic probe was held in place by a rubber tipped nickel clamp. The entire rig
was bolted onto a large metal work table. The legs of the table were placed on rubber
pads in order to decrease any external vibration or environmental noise that could have
interfered with experiments.
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Figure 6.4 Hardware block diagram.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5 Photograph of simulated muscle stimulation hardware. It can be seen: (a) with
no phantom present and (b) during an experiment with a phantom present. The ultrasound
machine can be seen in the background.
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6.2.2.2 Experimental Procedure
The goal of the simulation environment was to provide experimental results similar to
those seen in vivo experiments described in Chapter 7. For this reason, the experimental
procedure had to also mimic the one used during in vivo experiments. Therefore, the
experimental procedure used with this system was similar to the methods described in
Chapter 5 and the in vivo procedure used that will be discussed in the following chapter.
A reference section of data was collected and used for the depth scaling required by
the motion artefact removal algorithm. This was practically done by pushing down on the
aluminum rod holding the clamped ultrasonic probe so that it applied a force on the
object being imaged. Then, after a brief period of inactivity, the motor was turned on and
the muscle pulse simulations began. For all tests mentioned to follow a four pronged cam
was used. This attachment had a distance of 3.7 cm between any two directly opposite
contact points. It resembled a symmetrical „plus sign‟ shape. Attaching this particular
cam to the output shaft of the motor rotating at 58.8 rpm resulted in a simulated
stimulation pulse rate of 3.92 Hz which is referred to as the 4 Hz vibration or mechanical
stimulation for the remainder of this chapter.

6.3 Experimental Results
The completion of a hardware simulation system allowed for a large number of
simulation experiments to be done. Each experiment brought more insight into the
physical properties seen and methods used to analyze acquired data. The simulation
environment was also used to test constructed phantoms in order to ensure that they met
all requirements necessary for experimental use. The following section discusses and
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displays strain imaging and muscle contraction simulation concepts and results. In
addition, an accuracy evaluation applied to phantom studies analyzing many performance
related aspects of signal acquisition and processing is presented.
6.3.1 Strain Imaging
Strain estimations can be acquired with some data processing whenever a displacement
has occurred. Therefore, when measuring internal motion, it is possible to obtain a strain
estimate. However, it should be noted that obtaining accurate strain estimations is not the
overall goal of this thesis. Rather, the following section serves as an introduction of how
simple strain images can be obtained from displacement signals. These images
demonstrate the validity of including strain imaging modalities in a muscle motion
system and as such, identify a need for future research. The concepts of strain estimation
and calculation are detailed in Chapter 4. However, specific details as they relate to the
actual experimental methods used will be outlined in the following section.
For the purposes of this research, strain images were created such that their results
would demonstrate the concepts of strain while at the same time negate the effects of
phase jumping. Phase jumping was the major problem faced during this thesis research. It
caused unexpected jumps in phase resulting in discontinuous displacement profiles that
appeared as if they should have been successive. This phenomenon occurred only with
respect to the axial direction (fast time). Phase jumping is described in more detail and a
possible cause and proposed solution to the issues it causes are detailed in Section 4.6.2.
This phase jumping problem could not be entirely solved and was the limiting factor on
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the accuracy of the strain measurements. The method used to estimate strain is explained
below.
As stated previously, displacement magnitude varies with respect to depth. The
manner with which the displacement magnitude varied with respect to depth was used to
determine information about the strain experienced within an object. Using the
experimental procedure described in Section 6.2.1, a displacement was created. This
displacement could be plotted for a specific depth location (axial sample) over all time (in
the temporal direction) which resulted in information about the amount of displacement
occurring at that specific depth.
The displacement could also be plotted for a specific instant in time (temporal
sample), over all depths. This representation showed the displacement magnitude as it
varied over depth at that particular instant in time. Due to the fact that the displacement
was entirely generated by application of force on the surface of the object, the variation
of displacement magnitude with respect to depth demonstrated how different areas of the
object deformed with respect to one another. This concept can be converted into strain.
The results of displacement obtained from an M-mode experiment with a single layer
agar phantom having a thickness of 20 mm placed on a plexiglas plate are shown in
Figure 6.6 below. Figure 6.6 (a) shows the displacement with respect to the temporal
direction whereas Figure 6.6 (b) provides displacement with respect to depth. Notice how
in Figure 6.6 (b) the displacement magnitude increases with respect to depth up until
about 20 mm. This location corresponds to the interface between compressible phantom
and incompressible plexiglas. The reason the displacements shown are negative is
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because the probe was pushed down into the phantom. This resulted in a shrinking of the
phantom which corresponds to motion of the scatterers towards the probe. As defined in
Section 4.1, motion in this direction has been denoted with a negative displacement
whereas motion in the opposite direction is represented by positive displacement.
Therefore, the sign of the displacement represents direction and has nothing to do with
the quantity of motion.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 6.6 Displacement measured during single agar layer phantom strain experiment.
The displacement is shown: (a) vs. time at an observation depth of about 18.5 mm and (b)
vs. depth at a time instant of about 5.67 seconds.

In order to obtain strain measurements, estimated values of the slope of the
displacement vs. depth signal were required. As stated in Section 4.5 an estimation of the
slope within an axial region from points
axial strain,

to defined by

is equivalent to the

, in that region as

(6.1)
where

is the original distance between points

and

and

distance between them as caused by the displacement of the points
application of stress.

is the resultant
and

after the
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This equation provided the reasoning behind estimating the slope of the displacement
vs. depth plot in order to estimate strain. The method of quadrature demodulation ensured
that measurements of displacements occurred with respect to a fixed depth. This meant
that there was a fixed distance between the ultrasonic probe and any depth sample
throughout all time. Therefore, the distance from the probe surface to any given depth
sample corresponded to the denominator of Eq. 6.1 and the numerator of Eq. 6.1 was
equal to the magnitude of the displacement that had occurred at this depth. These two
quantities are equivalent to the independent and dependent axes of a displacement vs.
depth waveform, respectively. An estimation of the slope of this signal is, therefore,
analogous to an estimation of the strain versus depth. A large slope corresponds to a high
strain which represents a relatively soft material. Conversely, a small slope represents a
low amount of strain which corresponds to a relatively stiff material. This concept is
displayed in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 below.
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Figure 6.7 Displacement measured vs. depth corresponding to strain.

Figure 6.8 Ideal relationship between slope of displacement vs. depth profile and strain.
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The process used to practically determine the above and all other strain related results
was as follows. Firstly, the demodulated phase was averaged two-dimensionally in both
time and depth to lessen the effect of phase jumping and other noise. An averaging
window with a size of 21 sample points or about 0.5 mm in depth and 11 sample points
or 0.01 seconds in time was used. Strain was then calculated based on a comparison of
the slope of the displacement versus depth estimation.
The slope comparison was done based on boundary echo tracking and a least squares
linear fitting estimation. The windowed peak tracking algorithm used to track interface
boundaries was similar to the echo tracking used by the bone boundary algorithm
presented in Section 5.6. However, in the strain imaging algorithm both the interface
between different phantom layers as well as between phantom and plexiglas layers were
tracked as peaks in the baseband envelope signal. These tracked peaks corresponded to
the boundaries between different materials and defined the endpoints of the various
regions present in any given imaged area such as fat, muscle or bone.
The value of strain within any given region was then equated to the least squares
estimated value of the slope within that region. A flowchart outlining the described strain
estimation procedure can be seen below in Figure 6.9. In this way, an image could be
created showing the average strain within the detected regions of an object. An example
of an M-mode strain image can be seen in Figure 6.10 below.
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Figure 6.9 Flowchart of strain estimation procedure.

Once the strain estimation procedure had been defined, strain images and estimations
could be obtained using the phantom simulation environment described above. A number
of similar experiments were done with a number of different phantoms and
configurations. The following are results of both M-mode and B-mode strain images and
their accompanying strain and displacement profiles. It should be noted here that strain is
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expressed as a percentage. It is a relative measure based on the material being imaged and
the amount of displacement occurring. It is used to analyze the relative differences
between areas imaged during the same experiments or under similar experimental
conditions. A quantitative measure of stiffness such as elastic modulus can be obtained
from the percentage strain. Its calculation has been left as future work.
6.3.1.1 Single Agar Layer Phantom Simulations
The first results shown are for a phantom environment containing an approximately 20
mm thick sample of 3 w% agar phantom on top of a thick plexiglas plate. The imaging
modality used was M-mode and the estimated displacement signals can be seen above in
Figure 6.6. The following figure shows the corresponding strain image. It should be noted
that because the strain image was generated based on M-mode data, it is dependent on
time (temporal direction). The strain imaging experimental procedure explained above in
which force is gradually applied was used to generate these experimental results.
Therefore, in the first portion of the image no strain is present because no force and
therefore no displacement occurred. As time progressed, more force was applied which
caused more displacement and as a result higher strain levels were observed later in time
in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10 M-mode strain image of single layer 3 w% agar phantom. The colour scale
corresponds to percentage of strain. The phantom is about 20 mm thick and the phantombone interface can be seen after compression at an approximate depth of 18 mm.

The following results shown in Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 were obtained from an
experiment on an approximately 11 mm thick phantom with 1 w% agar. The imaging
modality used was M-mode. Due to the fact that similar forces were applied in both the 3
w% and 1 w% agar experiments, a comparison of their strains is warranted. As such, it
can be seen that the 1 w% agar phantom experienced significantly more strain than the 3
w% phantom. This particular 1 w% phantom experienced over double the strain of the 3
w% phantom under similar stresses and therefore it can be assumed that the 1 w%
phantom is significantly less stiff than the 3 w% phantom.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.11 Displacement profiles from single layer 1 w% agar phantom. The displacement
is shown: (a) vs. time at an observation depth of about 5 mm and (b) vs. depth at a time
instant of about 5.7 seconds.

Figure 6.12 Strain image of single 11 mm thick, 1 w% agar phantom. The colour scale
corresponds to percentage of strain.
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6.3.1.2 Phantom Simulated Skeletal Muscle Simulations
The following phantom simulations were done using three layer phantoms involving
different combinations of two layer agar phantoms placed on top of the plexiglas base
used to represent bone. The results below in Figure 6.13 (a) and (b) were obtained using a
simulation environment with an approximately 10 mm thick top layer of 1 w% agar
followed by about a 15 mm thick sample of 2 w% agar. The base was a thick piece of
plexiglas. The imaging modality used was M-mode.
It can be seen in Figure 6.13 (b) that the slope appears to be fairly constant
throughout the phantom layers. This suggests that the two phantoms have similar
stiffness with the top 1 w% agar layer being slightly softer than the bottom 2 w% agar
layer. This can be verified with the strain image from Figure 6.14 and the strain profile in
Figure 6.15 (b) as more strain is observed in the softer 1 w% agar upper layer than in the
more stiff 2 w% agar layer. It can also be seen in the strain image that the bone layer
appears to have some stiffness. It is known that the plexiglas used to represent bone is
uncompressible. Therefore, this apparent stiffness is an example of the error most likely
caused by phase jumping. Figure 6.15 (a) is a standard M-mode image of the phantom in
which the interfaces between different materials can be seen. Multiple echoes from the
plexiglas can be seen deeper than 22 mm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.13 Displacement profiles for 1 w% and 2 w% two layer agar phantom. The
approximate thickness of the layers was 10 mm and 15 mm respectively. The displacement
is shown: (a) vs. time at an observation depth of about 18.5 mm and (b) vs. depth at a time
instant of about 5.7 seconds.

Figure 6.14 M-mode strain image of 1 w% and 2 w% two layer agar phantom. The
approximate thickness of the agar layers was 10 mm and 15 mm respectively. The colour
scale corresponds to percentage of strain.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.15 M-mode image and strain estimation for 1 w% and 2 w% two layer agar
phantom. The approximate thickness of the agar layers was 10 mm and 15 mm respectively.
The agar-plexiglas interface is seen in (a) around 22 mm with deeper regions corresponding
to multiple echoes. The strain profile is provided in (b) at a time instant of about 5.7 seconds
and shows boundaries corresponding to the image in (a).

The next simulation was done in a similar manner to the above simulations. However,
the phantom system used had layers that were comprised of 1 w% and 3 w% agar
phantoms with approximate thicknesses of about 12 mm and 15 mm respectively. The
imaging modality used was M-mode. In the displacement profiles of Figure 6.16 it can be
seen that there is a drastic difference between the slope from the 1 w% agar layer and the
slope from the 3 w% agar layer. This suggests a large difference between the stiffness of
the 1 w% agar and 3 w% agar layers. This difference was verified by the strain image and
strain profile plot of Figure 6.17 Figure 6.18 (b). The strain experienced in the 1 w% agar
layer is about 18 times larger than the strain experienced in the 3 w% agar layer which
suggests that the 1 w% agar layer is a lot less stiff (softer) than the 3 w% agar layer.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.16 Displacement profiles for 1 w% and 3 w% two layer agar phantom. The
approximate thickness of the layers was 12 mm and 15 mm respectively. The displacement
is shown: (a) vs. time at an observation depth of about 18.5 mm and (b) vs. depth at a time
instant of about 5.7 seconds.

Figure 6.17 M-mode strain image of 1 w% and 3 w% two layer agar phantom. The
approximate thickness of the agar layers was 12 mm and 15 mm respectively. The colour
scale corresponds to percentage of strain.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.18 M-mode image and strain estimation for 1 w% and 3 w% two layer agar
phantom. The approximate thickness of the agar layers was 12 mm and 15 mm respectively.
The 1 w%-3 w% agar interface can be seen around 12 mm and the 3 w% agar-plexiglas
interface can be seen around 27 mm. The strain profile is shown in (b) at a time instant of
about 5.7 seconds and shows boundaries corresponding to the image in (a).

The remaining experimental results shown were obtained using B-mode imaging. In
these cases, the x-axis represents lateral position instead of time as in the M-mode
images. Therefore, a B-mode strain image produces a cross sectional view of the object
being imaged. However, due to the lack of enough memory of the computer used for data
analysis, the sampling rate during strain image production had to be reduced by a factor
of four. This resulted in a larger phase variation from noise and phase jumping between
frames which, in turn, affected the results of the strain estimations.
Future work should be conducted in this area to increase the accuracy in B-mode
measurements. However, the results shown still provide a good representation of strain
imaging and strain estimation. The following figures are an example of B-mode
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measurements taken of a simulation system with about a 12 mm thick, 1 w% agar top
layer and a 15 mm, 3 w% agar middle layer with a bottom layer of plexiglas.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.19 B-mode image and B-mode strain image for 1 w% and 3 w% two layer agar
phantom. The thickness of the layers was about 12 mm and 15 mm respectively. The colour
scale in (b) corresponds to percentage of strain.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.20 B-mode displacement image and instantaneous strain image for 1 w% and 3
w% two layer agar phantom. The thickness of the layers was about 12 mm and 15 mm
respectively. The colour scales in (a) and (b) correspond to displacement in mm and
percentage of strain, respectively.
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Figure 6.19 above provides results very similar to those seen in M-mode strain
images such as in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.17. It shows average strain as calculated with
the same methods as previously mentioned. It can clearly be seen that during B-mode
experiments, this method results in a much more noisy image. This additional noise is
most likely due to the peak tracking algorithm finding slightly different interface
locations for each of the lateral samples (scan lines).
Figure 6.20 (a) shows the displacement and Figure 6.20 (b) shows instantaneous
strain inside the phantom. The instantaneous calculations were done by estimating the
displacement at every depth location instead of the using a line of best fit in a region of
depth. Due to the fact that both of these images represent instantaneous quantities, they
were more susceptible to error. However, they do provide an idea of the capabilities of Bmode strain estimation. Figure 6.21 below demonstrates a more clear strain image and is
the result of averaging the displacement signal over 0.21 mm axially and 0.28 mm
laterally before calculating instantaneous strain. This spatial averaging helped to
overcome the effects of noise. This strain image seems to show a noticeable transition in
stiffness around 11 mm in depth which corresponds with the approximate location of the
boundary between the 1 w% and the 3 w% agar phantoms.
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Figure 6.21 Averaged B-mode strain image of two layer 1 w% and 3 w% agar phantom. An
averaging window of a size equivalent to about 0.28 mm laterally and 0.21 mm axially was
used.

In general, the above results show how stiffness information can be obtained when
displacement measurements are available. Although they are only a small sample of what
is possible with strain estimation, these results do provide verification and examples of
just how useful this type of information can be. These results reinforce that future
research should most definitely be done in the area of strain estimation in order to
provide a complete tool for analysis of muscle characteristics with ultrasound.
6.3.2 Muscle Contraction Simulation
The next set of simulations were done to analyze muscle motion and used the hardware
and procedure described in Section 6.2.2 with both one and two layer phantoms. The
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following section gives experimental results and analysis of some of the data that was
collected. In addition, a demonstration of the use and effectiveness of the bone boundary
method for motion artefact removal is provided. It should be noted that motion velocity
estimations were obtained by taking the first derivative of the displacement signals with
respect to slow time (temporal direction). It can be assumed that the modality used for all
displayed results was M-mode unless stated otherwise.
6.3.2.1 Single Agar Layer Phantom Simulations
The first experiment done to demonstrate the muscle contraction hardware simulation
involved a single layer of 3 w% agar phantom with an approximate thickness of 19 mm.
The agar phantom was placed on top of a piece of plexiglas which was then positioned
into the muscle contraction simulating hardware. This was done in such a way that the
cam made contact with the phantom about 5 mm from the top of the phantom. The
experimental procedure detailed in Section 6.2.2 was employed and a time dependent set
of data showing the reference and experimental contraction simulation data can be seen
below in Figure 6.22.
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Figure 6.22 Single layer 3 w% agar phantom muscle contraction simulation results showing
displacement vs. time. Results observed at a depth of about 6.93 mm.

The results shown below are examples of collected displacement and velocity data of
the simulated muscle pulses at a depth of about 6.93 mm. Figure 6.23 below shows the
displacement and velocity before the bone boundary motion artefact removal algorithm
was applied. Figure 6.24 shows the same results after motion artefact removal has been
applied. Care was taken to minimize the probe motion during data acquisition, but it can
be seen from these results that some motion did occur. This motion was most likely due
to inefficiencies of the clamping system used to secure the probe.
It can be seen from these figures that the magnitude of the displacement of adjacent
pulses is not constant. This was an interesting discovery and shows that although each
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arm of the cam appeared to be the same length as measured with a digital calliper they do
in fact differ slightly from one another. This could either indicate that the arms of the cam
are different sizes or that the axis of the motor may not be exactly centered on the cam.
This difference is easily observed due to the precision of displacement measurements
capable using our ultrasonic method. In both cases of before and after motion artefact
removal, the 4 Hz vibration is clearly shown in the displacement and velocity profiles.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.23 Single layer 3 w% agar phantom simulation results showing pre motion artefact
removal displacement and velocity vs. time. Observed at a depth of about 6.93 mm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.24 Single layer 3 w% agar phantom simulation results showing displacement and
velocity vs. time after motion artefact removal. Observed at a depth of about 6.93 mm.

The final result for this experiment can be seen below in Figure 6.25 below which
shows a three dimensional representation of the displacement over time for a depth
ranging from 0 to 19 mm as measured from the surface of the probe. This depth range
was chosen as it corresponded to an area from the surface of the phantom to the phantomplexiglas interface. This figure shows how the magnitude of the displacement is largest at
the location of the pulse origin and decreases in either direction away from this location.
Analysis of this graph places the peak displacement magnitude at a depth of 4.83 mm
which is consistent with the measured value of the pulse origin at 5 mm as mentioned
above.
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Figure 6.25 Single layer 3 w% agar phantom simulation results showing displacement after
motion artefact removal. Observed over a depth range from about 0 to 19 mm and during a
time duration from about 3 seconds to 5.66 seconds.

In order to demonstrate the usefulness of the bone boundary method of motion
artefact removal, it was applied to experiment data in which probe motion was
intentionally induced throughout the experiment. This was done by first obtaining a
reference section of data containing only external motion which was then followed by a
section of data containing both the 4 Hz vibration and external probe motion. The probe
motion was induced by physically pushing on the probe at a varying force and rate. For
this experiment, an approximately 19 mm thick, 1 w% agar phantom was placed on top
of a piece of plexiglas. Figure 6.26 below shows the resulting displacement before
applying the motion artefact removal algorithm along with the scaled bone boundary
reference signal used at that depth to remove the external motion. The results in Figure
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6.27 and Figure 6.28 demonstrate the displacement obtained before and after motion
artefact removal and Figure 6.29 shows the velocity before and after motion artefact
removal.

Figure 6.26 Single layer 1 w% agar phantom simulation results showing displacement
(blue) and bone boundary signal (red). Observed at a depth of about 15.02 mm.
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Figure 6.27 Single layer 1 w% agar phantom simulation results showing displacement
before motion artefact removal. Observed at a depth of about 15.02 mm.

Figure 6.28 Single layer 1 w% agar phantom simulation results showing displacement after
motion artefact removal. Observed at a depth of about 15.02 mm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.29 Single layer 1 w% agar phantom simulation results showing velocity before (a)
and after (b) motion artefact removal. Observed at a depth of about 15.02 mm.

It can be seen from the results above that the bone boundary algorithm has removed a
large amount of external probe motion. In addition, the velocity images of Figure 6.30
and Figure 6.31 below show that although noisy, the velocity profile after motion artefact
removal clearly shows the 4 Hz vibration whereas it is almost entirely lost in the external
motion before it was removed.
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Figure 6.30 Single layer 1 w% agar phantom simulation results showing velocity image
profile before motion artefact removal. The colour scale corresponds to velocity in mm/s.

Figure 6.31 Single layer 1 w% agar phantom simulation results showing velocity image
profile after motion artefact removal. The colour scale corresponds to velocity in mm/s.
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6.3.2.2 Phantom Simulated Skeletal Muscle System Experiments
The following set of experiments were done using the phantom simulated skeletal muscle
environment created with two layers of agar phantoms on top of a plexiglas plate. These
results were important for the verification of the entire experimental process because they
were acquired during simulations that most resembled in vivo experiments. This
simulated skeletal muscle system involved two layers of agar followed by a layer of
plexiglas to simulate fat, muscle and bone respectively. For this experiment, the fat layer
was modeled by about 14 mm thick, 1 w% agar and the muscle layer was represented by
about 20 mm thick, 3 w% agar. The mechanical stimulation origin was located in the
simulated muscle layer at about 20 mm from the top surface of the fat layer. The
following results were gathered with a fixed probe and without intentionally adding
external motion. The results of this experiment are given below.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.32 Two layer 1 w% agar and 3 w% agar phantom simulation results showing
displacement (a) and velocity (b) before motion artefact removal. Observed at a depth of
about 18.48 mm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.33 Two layer 1 w% agar and 3 w% agar phantom simulation results showing
displacement (a) and velocity (b) after motion artefact removal. Observed at a depth of
about 18.48 mm.

It can again be seen in the above figures that, as in the single phantom results, the 4
Hz pulse can clearly be observed both before and after motion artefact removal. In this
particular experiment no external motion was purposely applied and therefore, the
observed motion artefact is most likely due to probe motion within the clamping system.
In Figure 6.34 below, the displacement can be seen over the depth range of both agar
layers of the phantom for about 2.5 seconds. This figure shows a local minimum
displacement magnitude at a depth of about 13.88 mm which corresponds to the interface
between the 1 w% and 3 w% agar phantoms. In addition, local maxima displacement
magnitudes are present at depths of 2.98 mm and 18.92 mm. The maximum at 18.92 mm
most likely corresponds to the mechanical stimulation origin and is located in the stiffer 3
w% agar phantom layer. The maximum at 2.98 mm is located within the 1 w% agar
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layer and is probably due to the relative stiffness differences between the 1 w% and 3 w%
agar layers as well as the force applied by the probe during measurement.

Figure 6.34 Two layer 1 w% agar and 3 w% agar phantom simulation results showing
displacement. Observed at a depth range from 0 to 30 mm and during a time duration from
2.5 seconds to 5.66 seconds.

The above experiments were completed with no purposely induced motion artefact
present. Therefore, in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the motion artefact
removal algorithm, motion artefacts were purposely added and new results were obtained
and are displayed below. The motion artefacts were induced by physically pushing on the
probe at a varying force and rate. The same phantom as described above was used having
a fat layer modeled with about 14 mm of 1 w% agar and a muscle layer represented by
about 20 mm of 3 w% agar. The mechanical stimulation origin was located at about 20
mm from the top surface of the fat layer.
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Figure 6.35 below shows a displacement waveform before motion artefact removal
was applied along with the scaled bone boundary reference signal used to remove the
motion artefact at that depth. Figure 6.36 to Figure 6.39 show displacement and velocity
profiles both before and after the motion artefact removal algorithm was applied. It can
be seen in these figures that the motion artefact removal algorithm has removed a large
amount of the external motion. This allows for the observation of just the internal
displacement within the phantom.

Figure 6.35 Two layer 1 w% agar and 3 w% agar phantom simulation results showing
displacement (blue) and bone boundary signal (red). Observed at a depth of about 18.48
mm.
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Figure 6.36 Two layer 1 w% agar and 3 w% agar phantom simulation results showing
displacement before motion artefact removal. Observed at a depth of about 18.48 mm.

Figure 6.37 Two layer 1 w% agar and 3 w% agar phantom simulation results showing
velocity before motion artefact removal. Observed at a depth of about 18.48 mm.
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Figure 6.38 Two layer 1 w% agar and 3 w% agar phantom simulation results showing
displacement after motion artefact removal. Observed at a depth of about 18.48 mm.

Figure 6.39 Two layer 1 w% agar and 3 w% agar phantom simulation results showing
velocity after motion artefact removal. Observed at a depth of about 18.48 mm.
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The following results have been provided in order to give a more global picture of the
results of the algorithm over all depths within the agar phantoms. In Figure 6.40 and
Figure 6.41, showing a displacement profile over all depths, it can be seen how the
algorithm correctly removes much of the external motion artefact. Figure 6.42 and Figure
6.43 display velocity profiles before and after motion artefact removal. Although the
images are somewhat noisy, the 4 Hz vibration can clearly be seen after the bone
boundary algorithm was applied whereas it is difficult to differentiate it from the various
other motions that occurred before removing motion artefacts.

Figure 6.40 Two layer 1 w% agar and 3 w% agar phantom simulation results showing
displacement over all depth and time before motion artefact removal.
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Figure 6.41 Two layer 1 w% agar and 3 w% agar phantom simulation results of
displacement over all depth and time after motion artefact removal.

Figure 6.42 Two layer 1 w% agar and 3 w% agar phantom simulation results showing
velocity profile image before motion artefact removal. The colour scale represents tissue
velocity in mm/s.
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Figure 6.43 Two layer 1 w% agar and 3 w% agar phantom simulation results showing
velocity profile image after motion artefact removal. The colour scale represents tissue
velocity in mm/s.

The above results show both that the hardware set-up was a good analog to in vivo
experimental conditions and that the bone boundary algorithm is a viable solution to
removing motion artefacts. The generated 4 Hz mechanical stimulation is similar in both
size and shape to what can be expected during in vivo muscle contraction experiments. In
addition, it can be seen that the bone boundary algorithm is capable of removing motion
artefacts effectively.
The 4 Hz pulse-like motion was clearly recovered in the estimated displacement even
with the addition of intentional external motion artefacts. The 4 Hz motion was still
visible in the velocity signals after motion artefact removal, but seemed to contain more
noise. This noise was most likely due to the method of velocity calculation which was
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based on taking the derivate of the displacement. It is likely that the noise in the velocity
signals had more to do with SNR than the performance of the bone boundary algorithm.

6.4 Accuracy Evaluation
Analyzing simulation and other experimental data can give an idea about the accuracy of
the methodology and system used as a whole. Although an exact quantity of error or
accuracy cannot be provided due to measurement restrictions, results can be obtained that
represent qualities related to accuracy. The following section gives a demonstration of the
effectiveness of the bone boundary referencing method for motion artefact removal. In
addition, by using the lens echo experiments described in Chapter 3 a relationship
demonstrating system measurement error is presented.
6.4.1 Motion Artefact Removal Accuracy
In order to analyze the accuracy of the bone boundary algorithm for removing motion
artefacts, strain experimental data was used. This data was used because it is known that
all displacement observed in these experiments was due to external probe motion.
Therefore, all displacement should be removed as artefact motion. The bone boundary
algorithm was applied to strain data taken from a single layer 3 w% agar phantom having
a thickness of about 20 mm. The results displayed below show displacement as measured
before and after motion artefact removal.
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Figure 6.44 Single layer 3 w% agar phantom simulation results showing displacement
before (blue) and after (red) motion artefact removal. Observed at a depth of about 11.6
mm.

Figure 6.45 Single layer 3 w% agar phantom simulation results showing displacement
before motion artefact removal. Observed over all depth and time.
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Figure 6.46 Single layer 3 w% agar phantom simulation results showing displacement after
motion artefact removal. Observed over all depth and time.

It can be seen from the figures above that the bone boundary algorithm greatly
reduces the effect of probe motion. It is known that no motion occurred during
approximately the first two seconds of the data. Therefore, this section of the data can be
used as a reference value of the signal. The error in this section is due to SNR and
hardware measurement constraints and should be unrelated to probe motion. By
comparing this reference area to the data after motion had been removed, the bone
boundary method in phantom experiments was estimated to be accurate to within about 2
µm.
This value demonstrates that the error present after applying the bone boundary
algorithm is likely due more to factors other than the method itself, such as phase
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jumping. This can be experimentally verified by analysis of Figure 6.45 and Figure 6.46.
In Figure 6.45 we can see the displacement before motion artefact removal has occurred.
Upon close analysis, it can be seen that the large, fairly obvious errors in Figure 6.46
(after motion artefact removal) are also present in Figure 6.45 (before motion artefact
removal). This would suggest that rather than being introduced by the motion artefact
removal algorithm, this error is from some other source such as measurement error or
phase jumping.
6.4.2 System Measurement Accuracy
In order to estimate system accuracy, data from the lens echo experiments were analyzed.
This was done due to the assumption that the echo inside the acoustic lens was stable
without a specimen attached. This is a useful property because when dealing with in vivo
or phantom measurements there are many variables that effect accuracy which will not be
present within the lens. The following simulation both evaluates accuracy, and the effect
of temporal averaging. The envelope of the baseband signal was obtained and averaged
over all scan lines and can be seen in Figure 6.47 below. This average RF amplitude
signal was then compared to the standard deviation of the displacement difference
between consecutive frames. The phase difference standard deviation can be seen in
Figure 6.48 below. Due to the nature of the experiment, no displacement occurred and
therefore this phase difference standard deviation represents phase measurement error.
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Figure 6.47 Average RF envelope signal during lens echo experiment.

Figure 6.48 Standard deviation of phase difference between consecutive frames for all depth
during lens echo experiment.
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Figure 6.49 Phase difference standard deviation vs. received RF amplitude during lens echo
experiment. The averaging was done in the temporal direction.

Figure 6.49 above demonstrates two qualities of measurement accuracy. Firstly, it
shows that the phase measurement accuracy increases as the received RF amplitude
increases. Secondly, the figure shows that increasing the size of the temporal averaging
window decreases the phase measurement error. However, this apparent increased phase
measurement accuracy comes at the cost of a loss in temporal resolution. If too large a
window is used to average the signal, the temporal resolution will decrease which will in
turn decrease the effectiveness of the measurement system.
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Chapter 7:

In Vivo Experiments
The eventual goal of our research involves application in human skeletal muscle.
Although the majority of work was done in simulation environments to develop and
verify algorithms and methodologies, some preliminary work was done on in vivo
experiments. These experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the methods used
throughout this research during actual human skeletal muscle trials. The following
chapter provides an outline of some experiments done as well as some experimental
results. These results both show the usefulness of the methodology developed in this
thesis and provide some insight into the internal motion of certain human skeletal
muscles.

7.1 Experimental Design
The purpose of the in vivo experiments was to analyze the motion of skeletal muscles
under controlled conditions. Firstly, the specific muscle group to be analyzed had to be
chosen. In order to use the bone boundary referencing method it was necessary that a
signal from the boundary of the bone was obtained. Due to this fact and hardware
constraints, a muscle group with a relatively shallow bone location would be ideal for our
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experiments. For this reason, the muscle group comprised of the Extensor carpi ulnaris,
Extensor digitorum, Extensor brevis and Extensor digiti minimi located on the top of the
forearm (when the palm is facing down) above the Radius and Ulnar bones were targeted
and can be seen in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2 below.

Figure 7.1 Forearm muscle physiology. Reproduced from [97].
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Figure 7.2 Cross section of forearm muscle physiology. Reproduced from [99].

An electrical muscle stimulator (EMS) was used to stimulate these muscles in a
repeatable way. The specific stimulator used was the EMS 7500 and can be seen in
Figure 7.3(a) below. The probe allowed for an electric pulse with variable voltage,
duration and repetition rate to be applied to a subject. A sample of a pulse captured from
the EMS electrode leads with an oscilloscope can be seen below in Figure 7.3 (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.3 Electrical muscle stimulator (a) and stimulation pulse (b). The EMS was set to a
pulse width of 200 µs during measurement by an oscilloscope. Figure (a) reproduced from
[98].

During experimental procedure, a subject would place their arm palm down onto a
table. Two EMS electrodes would be applied to their upper and lower forearm and the
probe would be fixed in the middle. The probe was fixed in place using aluminum bars
that fastened into the table and nickel plated, rubber tipped clamps. In addition, ultrasonic
couplant gel was placed between the probe and the subject‟s arm. A photograph of the
experimental set up as can be seen in Figure 7.4 and schematic diagrams can be seen in
Figure 7.5(a) and Figure 7.6 (a).
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Figure 7.4 In vivo experimental set up.

7.2 Experimental Procedure
The in vivo experimental procedure used was the same as the procedure mentioned in
Chapter 6. Specifically, a section of reference data containing only external motion was
first recorded. After about two seconds the EMS was switched on and experimental data
containing internal tissue and muscle motion was obtained. Due to the nature of the
experiments, there was always the possibility of the presence of motion artefacts during
data acquisition. However, the reference section of the data could be used by the bone
boundary method to remove any motion artefacts that may have occurred. In addition, it
was possible to obtain strain images at any point in time assuming that a displacement
had occurred.
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7.3 Experimental Results
The probe was fixed in place onto the top of a subject‟s forearm which was itself placed
onto a table. The probe was placed both parallel and perpendicular to the muscle fibers of
the arm and schematic diagrams with their accompanying obtained B-mode images can
be seen below in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6. The parallel configuration was primarily used
for orientation and B-mode strain images whereas the perpendicular configuration was
used mostly to obtain the EMS motion results. A sample of the RF scan line used for the
M-mode experiments can be seen Figure 7.6 (c) and is marked with a purple line in the
B-mode image of Figure 7.6 (b).
Motion data was obtained during forced muscle contraction by the EMS in the
experimental section of the data. In addition, M-mode strain data was obtained during
both the reference and experimental sections of the acquired data set and was used to give
stiffness information both before and during muscle contraction. The results of various
experiments are provided below along with a demonstration of the effectiveness of the
bone boundary method for motion artefact removal.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.5 Parallel to muscle experimental design. The set up is shown as a schematic
diagram (a) and a corresponding B-mode image (b) demonstrating a configuration with
the probe fixed parallel to the muscle fibers.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 7.6 Perpendicular to muscle experimental design. The set up is shown as a
schematic diagram (a) and a corresponding B-mode image (b) demonstrating a
configuration with the probe fixed perpendicular to the muscle fibers. The RF scan line
corresponding to the location marked by the purple line in (b) can be seen in (c).

7.3.1 Muscle Motion
Data was collected during forced muscle contraction by EMS over a range of pulse
repetition rates from 2 Hz to 12 Hz with an interval of 1 Hz. The location of the M-mode
scan line used can be seen as marked by the purple line in Figure 7.5 (b). Due to the large
amount of data acquired during all of these experiments, selected results from the 2 Hz, 4
Hz and 6 Hz experiments are provided to follow. The goal of this research was more to
develop a methodology that could be used to analyze muscle characteristics and less to
interpret acquired in vivo data. Due to this fact, the following results are provided to
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demonstrate the viability of the developed method for analyzing in vivo data. However,
an interpretation of the data is provided in this section after the results have been
provided. The verification of this interpretation is left as future work.
7.3.1.1 Experimental Results from 2 Hz Stimulation
The following results were obtained from an experiment in which the EMS was set to a
repetition rate of 2 Hz. The results to follow were obtained from an observation depth of
about 7.16 mm which should correspond to a location within a layer of muscle.

Figure 7.7 In vivo tissue displacement during 2 Hz EMS before motion artefact removal.
The scaled bone boundary reference signal (red) was subtracted from the raw measured
displacement (blue) in order to obtain the motion corrected signal. Observed at a depth of
about 7.16 mm.
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Figure 7.8 In vivo tissue displacement during 2 Hz EMS before motion artefact removal.
Observed at a depth of about 7.16 mm.

Figure 7.9 In vivo tissue displacement during 2 Hz EMS after motion artefact removal.
Observed at a depth of about 7.16 mm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.10 In vivo tissue velocity during 2 Hz EMS. The velocity is shown before and after
motion artefact removal in (a) and (b) respectively and observed at a depth of about 7.16
mm.

Figure 7.11 In vivo tissue displacement over all depth after motion artefact removal during
2 Hz EMS.
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7.3.1.2 Experimental Results from 4 Hz Stimulation
The following results were obtained from an experiment in which the EMS was set to a
repetition rate of 4 Hz. The results to follow were obtained from an observation depth of
about 6.93 mm and should correspond to a location within a layer of muscle.

Figure 7.12 In vivo tissue displacement during 4 Hz EMS before motion artefact removal.
The scaled bone reference signal (red) was subtracted from the raw measured displacement
(blue) in order to obtain the motion corrected signal. Observed at a depth of about 6.93 mm.
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Figure 7.13 In vivo tissue displacement during 4 Hz EMS before motion artefact removal.
Observed at a depth of about 6.93 mm.

Figure 7.14 In vivo tissue displacement during 4 Hz EMS after motion artefact removal.
Observed at a depth of about 6.93 mm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.15 In vivo tissue velocity during 4 Hz EMS. The velocity is shown before and after
motion artefact removal in (a) and (b) respectively and observed at a depth of about 6.93
mm.

Figure 7.16 In vivo tissue displacement over all depth after motion artefact removal during
4 Hz EMS.
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7.3.1.2 Experimental Results from 6 Hz Stimulation
The following results were obtained from an experiment in which the EMS was set to a
repetition rate of 6 Hz. The results to follow were obtained from an observation depth of
about 6.93 mm and should correspond to a location within a layer of muscle.

Figure 7.17 In vivo tissue displacement during 6 Hz EMS before motion artefact removal.
The scaled bone reference signal (red) was subtracted from the raw measured displacement
(blue) in order to obtain the motion corrected signal. Observed at a depth of about 6.93 mm.
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Figure 7.18 In vivo tissue displacement during 6 Hz EMS before motion artefact removal.
Observed at a depth of about 6.93 mm.

Figure 7.19 In vivo displacement during 6 Hz EMS after motion artefact removal. Observed
at a depth of about 6.93 mm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.20 In vivo tissue velocity during 6 Hz EMS. The velocity is shown before and after
motion artefact removal in (a) and (b) respectively and observed at a depth of about 6.93
mm.

Figure 7.21 In vivo tissue displacement over all depth after motion artefact removal during
6 Hz EMS.
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7.3.2 Discussion
The above results show how the designed methodology results in both displacement and
velocity estimation of muscle motion. In addition, it can be seen that the motion artefact
removal algorithm has been applied in order to give information about the internal
motion of the tissue. Although it will be necessary to do much future work analyzing this
and other in vivo data, it is possible to provide a brief interpretation of the above data.
It can be seen that displacement is observed in a direction both towards and away
from the probe in the three dimensional surface plots of Figure 7.11, Figure 7.16 and
Figure 7.21. It is possible that this phenomenon is simply caused by noise or error.
However, upon analyzing the results carefully, it was seen that similar areas in all
experimental data collected displayed similar displacements in terms of direction at
similar depths. This would suggest that a physical property of the tissue is being
observed, rather than the effect of noise or error.
All of the above results obtained with different stimulation pulse repetition rates
indicate positive displacement due to muscle stimulation as they were all gathered from a
similar depth location. It will be seen in Figure 7.22 to follow that at a shallower region
the displacement is all in a direction towards the transducer. Aside from direction, it can
be seen that there is a peak in the displacement magnitude located both in the presumed
muscle area and the fat area. This observation is similar to results seen during multi-layer
phantom studies. This similarity to phantom studies along with known muscle physiology
could suggest that the peak displacement magnitude found in the muscle layer could
correspond to the location of the muscle contraction origin. Again, as in phantom studies,
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the peak displacement magnitude in the fat area could suggest some property due to the
relative stiffness differences between the muscle and fat layers. Although these
observations cannot be entirely verified, they do demonstrate the usefulness of the
designed muscle measurement system and identify a need for future in vivo work.
Finally, the results from a number of experiments have been combined together and
are shown in Figure 7.22. This figure shows displacement waveforms during EMS for a
range of stimulation repetition rates from 2 Hz to 12 Hz. The displacements shown
correspond to an observation depth of 6.47 mm. It can be seen that the displacements
resulting from muscle contraction are all in a direction towards the probe. These
displacements are in the opposite direction from the results observed at a deeper location
in the muscle as shown above. In addition, this figure demonstrates how the muscle reacts
to an increase in stimulation pulse repetition rate and the concept of tetanus as described
in Chapter 2. It can be seen that as the stimulation rate increases, the muscle is unable to
fully relax and a state of forced constant contraction is observed.
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Figure 7.22 In vivo tissue displacement during 2 Hz to 12 Hz EMS. The depth of
observation is about 6.47 mm.

It can be seen from the above figure that the magnitude of the displacement during 12
Hz stimulation is less than that from 10 Hz stimulation. This could possibly be due to
muscle fatigue experienced during other tests done before the 12 Hz experiment. In
addition, the 12 Hz stimulation signal seems to contain a pulse signal on the order of 3
Hz. It is a curious phenomenon that could either be caused by some form of measurement
error, or an actual physiological effect. These observations again demonstrate a need for
future in vivo studies to be conducted.
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7.3.3 Strain Images
In order to demonstrate strain imaging, two different types of experiments were done.
The first were those of the above section in which muscle stimulation was recorded using
M-mode. However, instead of only analyzing displacement and velocity measurements,
the results obtained were also used to estimate strain information. In this way, a time
varying strain image could be created from the same data that was used to measure
muscle motion.
In addition to making strain estimations during EMS contraction, specific strain
experiments were also done using B-mode imaging and the experimental procedure from
Section 6.2.1. From these results, a cross sectional image representing strain was
obtained. In the case of in vivo measurements, specific boundaries were difficult to track
due to the complexity of the received signals. For this reason, results provided in the
following section are estimations of instantaneous strain rather than the average strain in
a region as was often estimated in Chapter 6.
7.3.2.1 M-Mode Strain Imaging During Muscle Motion Experiments
The following results were obtained during an experiment in which a 3 Hz electrical
stimulation was applied to the right forearm. The strain measurement data in this section
were obtained with the same experimental procedure used in Section 7.3.1 to analyze
muscle motion. Figure 7.23 below shows the strain over all time and from a depth at the
surface of the probe to the approximate location of the bone.
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Figure 7.23 In vivo M-mode strain image. The colour scale represents percentage of strain.

This figure demonstrates the relative strain differences between the muscle and fat
layers during external compression and internal muscle contraction. Recall that during
muscle motion experiments a reference section of data was first acquired containing
displacement due only to external compression and was followed by an experimental
section containing motion due to internal muscle contraction. These two sections can be
seen from 0 to about 2.5 seconds and from about 2.5 seconds to about 5.7 seconds in
Figure 7.23, respectively. It is known from Figure 7.6 that there is an interface between
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fat and muscle at an approximate depth of 5 mm which can also be observed in the strain
image above.
A clear difference in strain can be seen between the region of the forearm before and
after the approximately 5 mm boundary. It can be seen that in the reference section of the
data, due to external compression of the tissue with the probe, the muscle layer appears to
experience a strain of about 4% whereas the fat layer experiences only about 2% strain.
This suggests that the relaxed muscle layer is less stiff than the fat layer. This is contrary
to the expectation that muscle is stiffer than fat. One possible explanation for this could
be that during imaging, the probe was pressed down into the tissue such that the fat layer
was entirely compressed at the beginning of data acquisition. This pre-compression of the
fat layer could explain why the muscle appears to be less stiff than the fat layer.
In the experimental data section of Figure 7.23 it can be seen that deeper than 5 mm,
in the muscle layer, less than 1% strain is experienced whereas about 4% strain is
experienced in the fat layer. This suggests that during this time period the muscle layer is
stiffer than the fat layer. This coincides with expectation as during this section of the data
the muscle was being stimulated with the EMS. This observation logically suggests that
muscle during contraction is even stiffer than compressed fat. The above M-mode strain
image demonstrates how strain information can be obtained from the same experiments
used to estimate muscle motion and can give information about tissue stiffness over time.
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7.3.2.2 B-Mode Strain Imaging Experimental Results
In order to obtain B-mode strain imaging results, the strain estimation experimental
procedure of Section 6.2.1 was used. The probe was oriented parallel to the muscle fibers
as described in Figure 7.5 above. In order to lessen the effects of noise, an averaging
window of about 0.1617 mm axially and 3.4646 mm laterally was applied to the
displacement estimations before estimating strain. The standard B-mode image along
with the corresponding strain image after compression can be seen in Figure 7.24 below.
The B-mode strain image differs from the M-mode strain image seen above in that the Bmode strain image provides both axial and lateral information.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.24 In vivo B-mode and strain images. A standard B-mode image after compression
is seen in (a) with its corresponding strain image shown in (b).

The above figure demonstrates how the fat layer experiences a greater strain and is
therefore softer than the muscle layer. It can be seen from the B-mode image in Figure
7.24 (a) that the boundary between the fat and muscle layer is located at a depth of about
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4 mm. The strain image shows a change in stiffness at approximately the same location
indicating the fat-muscle interface. It also appears that the fat layer is not entirely uniform
as the strain differs throughout this region. In contrast, however, the muscle layer seems
to have a much more uniform strain distribution. For this experiment, it was ensured that
the fat layer was not compressed before data acquisition. This fact could explain why the
B-mode strain image demonstrates the more intuitive result that during external
compression the relaxed muscle layer appears to be stiffer than fat.

7.4 Accuracy Evaluation
Experiments done on actual human subjects are inherently noisy and experience far from
the more ideal conditions present during phantom studies. For this reason, it was again
hard to quantify an exact measure of accuracy for the measurement system described.
However, it is possible to display results that give an idea of the effectiveness of the
discussed concepts. The following section provides results of an experiment in which
external artefact motion was purposely induced throughout data acquisition. A qualitative
idea of the usefulness of the bone boundary method for motion artefact removal can be
demonstrated by applying the motion removal algorithm to this data.
Due to the larger amounts of noise occurring during in vivo measurements compared
to the simulation environment, the complex baseband signal was averaged with a window
of 21 points axially and 10 points laterally. For all the results shown below, the probe was
moved up and down into the forearm for the duration of the test. In addition, the EMS
system was turned on sometime after two seconds and was set to a repetition rate of 4 Hz.
The observation depth for the following figures was about 6.93 mm.
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Figure 7.25 In vivo tissue displacement during 4 Hz EMS before motion artefact removal.
The scaled bone reference signal (red) was subtracted from the raw measured displacement
(blue) in order to obtain the motion corrected signal. Observed at a depth of about 6.93 mm.

Figure 7.26 In vivo tissue displacement during 4 Hz EMS after motion artefact removal.
Observed at a depth of about 6.93 mm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.27 In vivo tissue displacement during 4 Hz EMS. The displacement is shown before
and after motion artefact removal in (a) and (b) respectively. Observed at a depth of about
6.93 mm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.28 In vivo tissue velocity during 4 Hz EMS. The velocity is shown before and after
motion artefact removal in (a) and (b) respectively. Observed at a depth of about 6.93 mm.
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Figure 7.29 In vivo tissue displacement during 4 Hz EMS over all depth and time before
motion artefact removal.

Figure 7.30 In vivo tissue displacement during 4 Hz EMS over all depth and time after
motion artefact removal.
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The above results demonstrate that the motion removal algorithm is a viable way to
remove motion artefacts during in vivo experiments. These results show that after the
motion removal algorithm has been applied the resultant signal is much less affected by
the externally applied probe motion. It can be seen that the external motion has, for the
most part, been removed and what is left behind is information about the internal motion
of the tissue. After motion artefact removal, the displacement due to muscle stimulation
is much more clearly observed.
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Chapter 8:

Conclusions and Future Work
The following chapter concludes the thesis, summarizes the findings and suggests future
work.

8.1 Overall Conclusions
This thesis examined the use of ultrasound techniques to study human skeletal muscles in
terms of its relative motion and stiffness. The thesis provided background information on
skeletal muscle anatomy, ultrasound physics and techniques that are currently used to
study muscles. This was followed by a presentation and analysis of simulation and in
vivo results.
In order to obtain results, experimental procedures and data processing algorithms
were developed. In addition, both software and tissue mimicking phantom simulation
environments were designed to model and test the muscle measurement system. The
simulations were also used to evaluate the accuracy of the ultrasonic hardware as well as
the developed and implemented algorithms. A GUI was also designed to allow a user
quick, easy and intuitive access to their collected data.
Muscle analysis and measurements were made using a variety of existing and newly
developed algorithms. In particular, using quadrature demodulation and autocorrelation
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methods, tissue displacement and velocity can be estimated both internally and globally.
Internal tissue motion is estimated by applying a developed motion artefact removal
algorithm. In addition, a strain estimation algorithm was implemented that provides a
representation of the relative strain profile of the area being imaged.
The overall developed system was shown to be a viable means with which to obtain
information about human skeletal muscle. This thesis demonstrates the systems
application to estimating strain, tissue displacement and tissue velocity. It provides the
novel ability to analyze muscle motion internally using the developed motion artefact
removal algorithm.

8.2 Future Work
As stated a number of times throughout this thesis, the major purpose of the work done
was to design a muscle measurement system and to validate the methodologies developed
and employed. The research done was a first step in the direction of perfecting a system
able to analyze muscle physiology and motion quantitatively. For this reason, there is a
large amount of work remaining to be done in the future on optimizing the methodology
used throughout this thesis. The following section outlines some suggestions for future
research.
The phantom simulation environment has room for improvement. Improving on the
relatively short useable lifetime of the tissue phantoms would increase the consistency
between data acquired during different simulation experiments. In addition, more
accurate and repeatable methods with which to apply force to an object being imaged
should be considered. One way to do this could be to use a computer controllable
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mechanical stage to hold the ultrasonic probe. This would provide a way to apply very
controllable stresses to an object being imaged.
Phase jumping was the largest source of error on measurements taken during this
thesis research. It has been described and a means with which to remove its effects are
provided in Section 4.6.2. Although a possible solution has been presented, the actual
implementation of this solution during experimental data acquisition is left as future
work. In addition, some work could be done on other ways with which to estimate motion
using ultrasonic techniques. In this thesis, quadrature demodulation was applied to
estimate phase shifts which were converted into displacement estimations. However,
phase information can also be obtained using other techniques such as the Hilbert
transform [49] or cross-correlation methods could be applied to the received RF
ultrasonic signal to obtain displacement estimations [90].
Finally, there is a large amount of work to be done in the area of in vivo studies. The
developed system provides a means to obtain a large amount of data about skeletal
muscles. Due to the fact that it is capable of making a wide variety of measurements, it
would make sense to spend time collecting and analyzing in vivo data in order to better
understand skeletal muscle and to potentially make novel discoveries. The development
of this system as a viable application for use in studying muscles depends largely on
exploring and fully understanding the results obtained during in vivo experiments.
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